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• Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 

read and research the topic (unless in 
an examination). Which do you think 
are the strongest arguments? Decide 
what your viewpoint will be.

• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 
with supporting examples, ideas or 
evidence. For some questions you 
can use evidence from your personal 
experience.

• Decide how to organize your essay to 
persuade readers of your case.

• Note down some useful vocabulary on 
the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)
Introduction
Arguments for your case + supporting 
evidence, examples or reasons
Arguments against + evidence
Evaluation of arguments
Summary and conclusion
It is possible to reverse arguments for and against.

Structure 2
Introduction
Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
Counterargument
Argument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
Counterargument
Evaluation of arguments
Summary and conclusion

Showing your position 
When you write a discussion essay, you 
can show what your opinion is on the 
issue or question without using personal 
phrases such as I think… or In my 
opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 
words carefully as you write. Some 
examples are given below. Look out for 
more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK

Adjectives
important, major, serious, significant
e.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.

Patterns with It + adjective
clear, likely, possible, surprising, evident
e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.
important, difficult, necessary, possible, 
interesting
e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.

Adverbs
clearly, indeed, in fact, of course
generally, usually, mainly, widely
perhaps, probably, certainly, possibly
rarely, sometimes, often
e.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. 
This book is generally held to be her greatest 
novel.

Verbs
These help show how certain you are about a 
point or an argument.
Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  
will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)
Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / 

I would argue that… (not so certain)
It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…
It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 
should/must be noted/emphasized that…
Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 
suggest, imply 
The results/findings show/indicate…
Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 
conclude 
I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrases
Firstly (= I have several points to make)
Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 
(= I have another important point)
However,… (to introduce a counterargument)
Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 

and make sure you really answer it.
 • Use general statements to convey the 

main ideas, and then provide evidence, 
examples, details and reasons to 
support these statements.

 • Use paragraph divisions and 
connecting words and phrases to 
make the structure of your essay clear 
to your readers.

 • For language to help you structure
your argument, look at the notes at the 
entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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IELTS | TOEIC | TOEFL | Cambridge Assessment English: C1 Advanced, C2 Proficiency, Business Certificates | Trinity GESE

Before the exam
Remind yourself of useful phrases by 
looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 
in the dictionary for:
• expressing a preference (at prefer)
• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)
• correcting yourself (at correct) 

During the exam
Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 
example: 

place—grandmother’s village
where—south-west coast
how often—summer, other holidays
why—visit, relax
what like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 
birds, insects, olive trees
why important?—beautiful, my 
grandmother, chatting, advice, food

Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.

• use your note-making time to write 
full sentences.

• speak too quickly.

• just read out your notes to the 
examiner or give a prepared speech.

• stop if you can’t remember a word.

Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.

• try to use the full time allowed.

• think of a different way of 
expressing your idea if you’ve 
forgotten a word.

• correct yourself if you make a 
mistake, and continue.

• make eye contact with the 
examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
Explaining and giving reasons
We went there to see the sunset.
I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.
One reason why I like spring is the sound  
of birds singing.

Expressing preferences
I prefer living in a city to living in the country.
I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 
late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.
I like olive oil better than butter.
I think giving presents is better than receiving 
them.

Correcting yourself
Thanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 
tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 
UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.

MAKING YOUR TALK 
MORE INTERESTING 
To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 
adverbs:
I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.
I really love visiting the village.
You can also turn the sentence around:
I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 
because it’s simple.
I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.
It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 
special is that it was a gift.
I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 
particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2

✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔
Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 
repetition. B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them. B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 
example, choose descriptive adjectives, 
not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 
at the blue highlights in the sample 
answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 
wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 
strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 
especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 
or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 
used in talking about buying and selling woven 
material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 
etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 
 Material is a more general word than fabric or 
cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 
that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 
might not be clear which type of material is meant: 
furnishing material  the material industry  a 
material manufacturer

textile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 
He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 
textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 
talking about the business of making woven materials. 
The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 
got a job in textiles.

PATTER`NS

  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  
/ textiles

  synthetic fabric / material / textiles
  printed fabric / cloth / textiles
  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / material

fab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to
invent false information in order to trick people  
make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 
2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 
etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 
verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 
story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.

fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 
or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 
speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 
quickness is used about thinking.

fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ 
adj. 1 + B2  (informal) 
extremely good: a fabulous 
performance  Jana is a 
fabulous cook.  SYNONYMS
AT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) 
very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 
before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts

fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:
fabulously wealthy / rich

fa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 
sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 
from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 
a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 
behind the city's glittering facade.

face  A1 /feɪs/ noun, verb
 noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1 the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 
 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 
the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 
his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1 an expression that is shown on sb’s 
face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 
showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 
face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 
he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 
looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 
husband's speech.

 -FACED 3  A2 (in adjectives) having the type of face or
expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14
 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 
face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY

decide verb
decision noun  indecision
decisive adj.  indecisive
undecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 
snow.

PATTERNS

  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings
  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings
  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings
 (a) dramatic setting / background

eth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has
no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 
natural gas and mineral oil.

ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 
containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 
ETHANE: ethyl acetate

F /ef/ noun, abbr.
 noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 
the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 
mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 
showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 
got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 
academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 
the 

 Royal College of Music)  
3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ 
noun a document that 
allows sb from another 
country to enter the US as 
a student

F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people
who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 
communication

fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely good

fable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1  [C, U] a traditional short story that 
teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 
characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 
Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 
account of sth, that is not true

fabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 
often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 
fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 
the fabled Jack.

fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 
W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 
curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 
 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 
the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 
that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 
threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 
STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 
of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof

▼ SYNONYMS

fabric
cloth  material  textile
These are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 
wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 
curtains, and for covering furniture.

fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 
making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 
covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 
 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 
used when talking about covering furniture or making 
curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 
of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 
of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 
face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 
page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE

 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  
 PICTURE AT CLOCK

 CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 
sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 
aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE
ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE

 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 
disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 
have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 
fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 
position because they do not have the appearance, 
personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 
this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 
qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 
a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 
ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 
sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 
face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 
where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 
it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 
horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 
your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 
She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 
surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 
up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 
do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 
respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 
ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 
or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 
1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 
courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 
unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 
lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 
of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 
(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 
but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 
know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 
deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an
expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 
or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 
at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 
your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 
to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 
marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say
it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 
behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to
refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 
you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 
BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 
LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 
STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE

▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING

Expressions on your face
  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.
  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 

expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 
so that lines appear on your forehead.

  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 
way.

  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 
face to show pain, disgust, etc.

  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  
annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 
shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 
something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 
someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 
up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 
grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 
direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 
the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 
south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 
and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 
you facing?

 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 
situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 
problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 
facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 
with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 
difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 
to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 
the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 
—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 
to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 
feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 
face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 
5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 
difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 
disappointed.

 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 
a surface with another material: a brick building faced 
with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/

  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 
scene.

  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 
billionaire on his yacht.

  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 
Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.

  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 
criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 
all ran off, leaving me to face the music.

 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 
with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 
NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 
are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 
compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 
on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 
to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 
She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 
again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING
website

ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt
card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 
or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32

face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL

ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 
you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft

face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)
having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 
bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks

face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 
operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 
tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 
facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 
it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 
a facelift.

ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 
argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 
candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 
HOCKEY

factor123
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning
 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand
 8 parking meter
 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can
 11 pavement/sidewalk
 12 kerb/curb
 13 busker
 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11
12

14

158

Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade
 16 traffic lights
 17 pedestrian crossing / 

crosswalk
 18 railings
 19 street market

 20 fountain
 21 cinema / movie theater
 22 office block/building
 23 supermarket
 24 shop/store
 25 square
 26 statue

 27 signpost
 28 alley 
 29 postbox/mailbox
 30 street light
 31 poster
 32 road sign
 33 cycle/bicycle lane
 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27
29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound
that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 
FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar

al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 
the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 
ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 
removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 
like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28

al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or
before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 
I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-
ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-
pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 
not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 
a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 
are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  
 SEE ENOUGH

▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN

already  /  just  /  yet
  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 
simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 
in written English and some Americans do not consid-
er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 
is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 
(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?

  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 
with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 
bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.

ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very
small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 
measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-
oms

avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 
return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 
your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 
father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 
to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  
 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun

▼ GRAMMAR POINT

avenge  /  revenge
Avenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.
  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  
He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 
revenge on a person.

  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 
a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 
are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 
was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-
venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 
death.

beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 
NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 
the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 
used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 
Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-
cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 
Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 
bɪˈɡetər/ noun

brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 
brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-
dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 
2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-
fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 
tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 
weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 
 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]

Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 
people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-
ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 
[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 
/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]

▼ MORE ABOUT

the British 
  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 
British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 
odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 
to people from England, not the rest of the United King-
dom.

  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-
vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-
scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-
ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 
is now very old-fashioned.

 NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 
ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 
CENTREPIECE

cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb
 noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-
ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 
ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 
number that you get when you multiply a number by it-
self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).

 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 
number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 
food into CUBES  DICE verb

en·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  
1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 
and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 
sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-
ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 
child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 
in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-
vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  
2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 
people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-
vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-
lution of the environment  damage to the environment  
WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 
structure within which a user, computer or program op-
erates: a desktop development environment

▼ SYNONYMS

environment
setting  surroundings  background
These are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 
exists or is situated.

environment the conditions in a place that affect the 
behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 
home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 
pleasant working environment

setting a place or situation of a particular type, in 
which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 
idyllic setting for the concert.

surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 
The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 
main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 
The mountains in the background were capped with 
snow.

PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Writing a discussion essay
Many essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 
course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 
on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 
topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 
your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 
evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 
unmanned missions.’ Discuss.

It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 
expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 
balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 
to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 
are worth the costs.

For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 
answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 
serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 
very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 
have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 
human beings is enormously expensive.’

Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 
having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 
support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 
less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 
manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 
and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 
contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 
1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.

In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 
projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 
manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 
moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 
solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 
solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 
so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 
same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.

Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 
ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 
much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 
and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 
However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 
the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 
of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 
clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.

Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 
of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 
now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 
most value in terms of public spending.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Linking words and phrases guide 
the reader through the argument 
and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be 
used to modify your 
opinion.

These phrases make the 
argument less personal 
and more objective.

Experts are quoted 
to support the 
argument.

INTRODUCTION
1  Sentences 1 and 2 

introduce the topic.
The third sentence states 
the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT
2  Sentence 2 introduces 

the first point (manned 
missions are not cost-
effective).
This is supported by a 
quote from an expert to 
give authority.

3  Reasons and data are 
given to support the 
writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second 
point (unmanned 
projects are more 
scientifically productive).

5  Presents the 
counterargument.
Some may argue 
suggests that the writer 
will go on to argue 
against this position.
However in the second 
sentence introduces the 
argument against.

CONCLUSION
6  Summarizes the writer’s 

points and states his/
her conclusion on the 
title. Thus introduces the 
conclusion. I would argue 
that clearly shows the 
writer’s position.
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Talking about a topic
In some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 
you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 
it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 
that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 
you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something

Ways of explaining and giving your reasons

Ways of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 
house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 
I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 
few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 
city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 
couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 
the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.

One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 
grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 
the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 
so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 
to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 
to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 
good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 
she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 
mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 
them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 
home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!

I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 
definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 
everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 
live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 
for holidays.

explaining where, 
when and why

describing the 
appearance and 
sounds of the place

explaining why the 
place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  
You should say:
• where it is, how often and why you go there.
• what it is like.
• why it is so important to you.

ice skating

pottery

potter’s 
wheel

woodcarving

chisel

painting

palette

easel
canvasphotography

zoom lens in-line skating

skateboarding

running
yoga

roller skating

embroidery

cross stitch
needle

knitting

knitting 
needle

rows
wool/yarn

crochet

crochet hook

pool

table

cue
cue ball

pocket

cushion

gardening

darts
dartboard

dart

bullseye

bowls 

bowling green

tenpin bowling

pins

lane

scuba-diving

flipper

tank

wetsuit

snorkelling

snorkelmask

sewing

sewing  
machine

ice rink

orienteering
caving/spelunking

map

H
ob

bi
es

V24 Hobbies

Games

Frisbee™

swing

teddy bear

rocking horse

kite

slide

playing cards
pack/deck of cards

court/face cards

jack

spades

joker
ace

queen

diamonds

king

skipping/jump rope

trampoline

rag doll

sandpit/sandbox

climbing frame / jungle gym

puppet

baby doll

doll’s house / dollhouse

Russian dolls

soft toy /  stuffed animal

building blocks

counter
dice

bishop

chessboard

knight

crossword
jigsaw

clubs
hearts

king queen
castle pawn

Dolls

Cards

Puzzles

Chinese chequers dominoes

snakes and ladders

draughts/checkers
backgammon

chess

To
ys
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Toys and games
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Preparing to write • Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 
read and research the topic (unless in 
an examination). Which do you think 
are the strongest arguments? Decide 
what your viewpoint will be.• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 

with supporting examples, ideas or 
evidence. For some questions you 
can use evidence from your personal 
experience.• Decide how to organize your essay to 

persuade readers of your case.• Note down some useful vocabulary on 
the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)
Introduction
Arguments for your case + supporting 
evidence, examples or reasonsArguments against + evidenceEvaluation of argumentsSummary and conclusionIt is possible to reverse arguments for and against.Structure 2

Introduction
Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
CounterargumentArgument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons
CounterargumentEvaluation of argumentsSummary and conclusion

Showing your position When you write a discussion essay, you 
can show what your opinion is on the 
issue or question without using personal 
phrases such as I think… or In my 
opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 
words carefully as you write. Some 
examples are given below. Look out for 
more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK
Adjectives
important, major, serious, significante.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.
Patterns with It + adjectiveclear, likely, possible, surprising, evident

e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.
important, difficult, necessary, possible, 
interesting
e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.
Adverbs
clearly, indeed, in fact, of coursegenerally, usually, mainly, widelyperhaps, probably, certainly, possiblyrarely, sometimes, oftene.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. This book is generally held to be her greatest 
novel.

Verbs
These help show how certain you are about a 
point or an argument.Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  

will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)
Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / I would argue that… (not so certain)

It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 
should/must be noted/emphasized that…Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 

suggest, imply The results/findings show/indicate…Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 
conclude I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrasesFirstly (= I have several points to make)Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 
(= I have another important point)However,… (to introduce a counterargument)

Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 
and make sure you really answer it.

 • Use general statements to convey the 
main ideas, and then provide evidence, 
examples, details and reasons to 
support these statements. • Use paragraph divisions and connecting words and phrases to 

make the structure of your essay clear 
to your readers. • For language to help you structure

your argument, look at the notes at the 
entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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Before the exam
Remind yourself of useful phrases by 
looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 
in the dictionary for:• expressing a preference (at prefer)
• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)
• correcting yourself (at correct) During the exam

Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 
example: 
place—grandmother’s villagewhere—south-west coasthow often—summer, other holidayswhy—visit, relaxwhat like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 

birds, insects, olive treeswhy important?—beautiful, my grandmother, chatting, advice, food
Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.• use your note-making time to write 
full sentences.

• speak too quickly.• just read out your notes to the examiner or give a prepared speech.• stop if you can’t remember a word.Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.• try to use the full time allowed.• think of a different way of expressing your idea if you’ve forgotten a word.• correct yourself if you make a mistake, and continue.• make eye contact with the examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELFExplaining and giving reasonsWe went there to see the sunset.I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.One reason why I like spring is the sound  
of birds singing.

Expressing preferencesI prefer living in a city to living in the country.
I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 
late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.I like olive oil better than butter.I think giving presents is better than receiving 

them.

Correcting yourselfThanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 
tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 
UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.
MAKING YOUR TALK MORE INTERESTING To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 

adverbs:
I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.I really love visiting the village.You can also turn the sentence around:I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 

because it’s simple.I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.
It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 
special is that it was a gift.I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 

particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2
✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔ Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 

repetition.

B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them.
B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 
example, choose descriptive adjectives, 
not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 
at the blue highlights in the sample 
answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 
wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 
strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 

especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 

or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 

used in talking about buying and selling woven 
material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 
etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 

 Material is a more general word than fabric or 

cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 

that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 

might not be clear which type of material is meant: 

furnishing material  the material industry  a 
material manufacturertextile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 

He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 

textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 

talking about the business of making woven materials. 

The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 

got a job in textiles.PATTER`NS
  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  

/ textiles
  synthetic fabric / material / textiles
  printed fabric / cloth / textiles  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / materialfab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to

invent false information in order to trick people  

make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 

2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 

etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 

verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 

story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.
fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 

or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 

speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 

quickness is used about thinking.fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ adj. 1 + B2  (informal) extremely good: a fabulous performance  Jana is a fabulous cook.  SYNONYMSAT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 

before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts
fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:

fabulously wealthy / richfa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 

sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 

from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 

a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 

behind the city's glittering facade.face  A1 /feɪs/ noun, verb noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1 the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 

 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 

the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 

his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1 an expression that is shown on sb’s 

face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 

showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 

face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 

he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 

looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 

husband's speech. -FACED 3  A2 (in adjectives) having the type of face or

expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 

face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY
decide verbdecision noun  indecisiondecisive adj.  indecisiveundecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.
PATTERNS
  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings
  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings
  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings

 (a) dramatic setting / backgroundeth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has

no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 

natural gas and mineral oil.ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 

containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 

ETHANE: ethyl acetateF /ef/ noun, abbr. noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 

the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 

mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 

showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 

got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 

academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 

the 
 Royal College of Music)  3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ noun a document that allows sb from another country to enter the US as a student
F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people

who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 

communication
fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely goodfable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1  [C, U] a traditional short story that 

teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 

characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 

Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 

account of sth, that is not truefabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 

often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 

fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 

the fabled Jack.
fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 

W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 

curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 

 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 

the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 

that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 

threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 

STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 

of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof▼ SYNONYMS

fabric
cloth  material  textileThese are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 

wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 

curtains, and for covering furniture.fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 

making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 

covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 

 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 

used when talking about covering furniture or making 

curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 

of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 

of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 

face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 

page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE
 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  

 PICTURE AT CLOCK CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 

sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 

aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE

ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE
 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 

disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 

have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 

fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 

position because they do not have the appearance, 

personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 

this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 

qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 

a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 

ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 

sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 

face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 

where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 

it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 

horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 

your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 

She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 

surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 

up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 

do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 

respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 

ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 

or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 

1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 

courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 

unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 

lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 

of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 

(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 

but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 

know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 

deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an

expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 

or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 

at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 

your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 

to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 

marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say

it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 

behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to

refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 

you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 

BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 

LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 

STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING
Expressions on your face  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.

  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 
expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 

so that lines appear on your forehead.
  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 

way.
  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 

face to show pain, disgust, etc.  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  
annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 

shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 
something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 
someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 

up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 

grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 

direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 

the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 

south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 

and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 

you facing?
 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 

situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 

problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 

facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 

with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 

difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 

to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 

the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 

—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 

to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 

feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 

face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 

5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 

difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 

disappointed.
 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 

a surface with another material: a brick building faced 

with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 

scene.
  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 

billionaire on his yacht.  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 
Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 

criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 

all ran off, leaving me to face the music.
 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 

with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 

NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 

are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 

compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 

on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 

to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 

She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 

again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING

website
ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt

card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 

or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL
ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 

you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft
face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)

having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 

bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks
face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 

operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 

tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 

facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 

it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 

a facelift.
ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 

argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 

candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 

HOCKEY

factor
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning
 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand 8 parking meter 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can 11 pavement/sidewalk 12 kerb/curb 13 busker
 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11

12

14

15

8

Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade
 16 traffic lights 17 pedestrian crossing / crosswalk 18 railings 19 street market

 20 fountain 21 cinema / movie theater 22 office block/building 23 supermarket 24 shop/store 25 square
 26 statue

 27 signpost 28 alley 
 29 postbox/mailbox 30 street light 31 poster

 32 road sign 33 cycle/bicycle lane 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27 29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound

that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 

FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar
al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 

the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 

ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 

removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 

like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or

before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 

I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-

ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-

pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 

not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 

a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 

are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  

 SEE ENOUGH
▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN
already  /  just  /  yet  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 

simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 

in written English and some Americans do not consid-

er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 

is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 

(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?
  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 

with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 

bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.
ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very

small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 

measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-

oms
avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 

return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 

your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 

father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 

to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  

 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun▼ GRAMMAR POINT
avenge  /  revengeAvenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.

  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  

He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 

revenge on a person.  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 

a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 

are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 

was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-

venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 

death.
beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 

NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 

the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 

used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 

Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-

cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 

Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 

bɪˈɡetər/ noun
brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 

brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-

dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 

2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-

fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 

tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 

weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 

 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]
Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 

people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-

ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 

[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 

/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]
▼ MORE ABOUT
the British 
  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 

British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 

odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 

to people from England, not the rest of the United King-

dom.
  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-

vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-

scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-

ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 

is now very old-fashioned. NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 

ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 

CENTREPIECE
cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-

ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 

ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 

number that you get when you multiply a number by it-

self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).
 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 

number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 

food into CUBES  DICE verben·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  

1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 

and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 

sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-

ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 

child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 

in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-

vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  

2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 

people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-

vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-

lution of the environment  damage to the environment  

WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 

structure within which a user, computer or program op-

erates: a desktop development environment▼ SYNONYMS

environment
setting  surroundings  backgroundThese are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 

exists or is situated.environment the conditions in a place that affect the 

behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 

home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 

pleasant working environmentsetting a place or situation of a particular type, in 
which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 

idyllic setting for the concert.surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 

The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 

main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.
PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Cambridge Assessment English: B2 First | IELTS | TOEIC | TOEFLWriting a discussion essayMany essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 

course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 

on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 

topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 

your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 

evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 
unmanned missions.’ Discuss.It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 

expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 

balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 

to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 

are worth the costs.For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 

answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 

Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 

serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 

very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 

have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 

human beings is enormously expensive.’Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 

having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 

support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 

less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 

manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 
and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 

contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 

1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.
In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 

projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 

manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 

moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 

solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 

solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 

so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 

same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.
Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 

ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 

much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 

and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 

However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 

the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 

of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 

clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.
Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 

of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 

now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 

most value in terms of public spending.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Linking words and phrases guide the reader through the argument and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be used to modify your opinion.

These phrases make the argument less personal and more objective.

Experts are quoted to support the argument.

INTRODUCTION
1  Sentences 1 and 2 introduce the topic.The third sentence states the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT
2  Sentence 2 introduces the first point (manned missions are not cost-effective).

This is supported by a quote from an expert to give authority.
3  Reasons and data are given to support the writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second point (unmanned projects are more scientifically productive).5  Presents the counterargument.Some may argue suggests that the writer will go on to argue against this position.However in the second sentence introduces the argument against.
CONCLUSION
6  Summarizes the writer’s points and states his/her conclusion on the title. Thus introduces the conclusion. I would argue that clearly shows the writer’s position.
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Talking about a topicIn some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 

you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 

it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 

that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 

you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something
Ways of explaining and giving your reasonsWays of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 

house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 

I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 

few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 

city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 

couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 

the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 

grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 

the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 

so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 

to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 

to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 

good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 
she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 

mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 

them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 

home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 

definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 

everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 

live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 

for holidays.

explaining where, when and why

describing the appearance and sounds of the place

explaining why the place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  

You should say:• where it is, how often and why you go there.
• what it is like.• why it is so important to you.

ice skating

pottery

potter’s 
wheel

woodcarving

chisel

painting

palette

easel
canvas

photography

zoom lens

in-line skating

skateboarding

running
yoga

roller skating

embroidery

cross stitch needle

knitting

knitting 
needle

rows
wool/yarn

crochet

crochet hook

pool

table

cue
cue ball

pocket

cushion gardening

darts
dartboard

dart

bullseye

bowls 

bowling green

tenpin bowling

pins

lane

scuba-diving

flipper

tank

wetsuit

snorkelling

snorkel

mask

sewing

sewing  
machine

ice rink

orienteering
caving/spelunkingmap
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Games

Frisbee™

swing

teddy bear

rocking horse

kite

slide

playing cards
pack/deck of cards

court/face cardsjack

spades

joker
ace

queen

diamonds

king

skipping/jump rope

trampoline

rag doll

sandpit/sandbox

climbing frame / 

jungle gym

puppet

baby doll

doll’s house / 

dollhouse

Russian dolls

soft toy /  

stuffed animal

building blocks

counter
dice

bishop

chessboard

knight

crossword
jigsaw

clubs
hearts

king queen
castle pawn

Dolls

Cards

Puzzles

Chinese chequers
dominoes

snakes and ladders

draughts/checkers
backgammon

chess
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Preparing to write 

• Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 

read and research the topic (unless in 

an examination). Which do you think 

are the strongest arguments? Decide 

what your viewpoint will be.

• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 

with supporting examples, ideas or 

evidence. For some questions you 

can use evidence from your personal 

experience.

• Decide how to organize your essay to 

persuade readers of your case.

• Note down some useful vocabulary on 

the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)

Introduction

Arguments for your case + supporting 

evidence, examples or reasons

Arguments against + evidence

Evaluation of arguments

Summary and conclusion

It is possible to reverse arguments for and against.

Structure 2

Introduction

Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons

Counterargument

Argument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons

Counterargument

Evaluation of arguments

Summary and conclusion

Showing your position 

When you write a discussion essay, you 

can show what your opinion is on the 

issue or question without using personal 

phrases such as I think… or In my 

opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 

words carefully as you write. Some 

examples are given below. Look out for 

more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK

Adjectives

important, major, serious, significant

e.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.

Patterns with It + adjective

clear, likely, possible, surprising, evident

e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.

important, difficult, necessary, possible, 

interesting

e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.

Adverbs

clearly, indeed, in fact, of course

generally, usually, mainly, widely

perhaps, probably, certainly, possibly

rarely, sometimes, often

e.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. 

This book is generally held to be her greatest 

novel.

Verbs

These help show how certain you are about a 

point or an argument.

Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  

will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)

Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / 

I would argue that… (not so certain)

It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…

It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 

should/must be noted/emphasized that…

Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 

suggest, imply 

The results/findings show/indicate…

Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 

conclude 

I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrases

Firstly (= I have several points to make)

Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 

(= I have another important point)

However,… (to introduce a counterargument)

Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 

and make sure you really answer it.

 • Use general statements to convey the 

main ideas, and then provide evidence, 

examples, details and reasons to 

support these statements.

 • Use paragraph divisions and 

connecting words and phrases to 

make the structure of your essay clear 

to your readers.

 • For language to help you structure

your argument, look at the notes at the 

entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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Before the exam

Remind yourself of useful phrases by 

looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 

in the dictionary for:

• expressing a preference (at prefer)

• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)

• correcting yourself (at correct) 

During the exam

Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 

example: 

place—grandmother’s village

where—south-west coast

how often—summer, other holidays

why—visit, relax

what like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 

birds, insects, olive trees

why important?—beautiful, my 

grandmother, chatting, advice, food

Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.

• use your note-making time to write 

full sentences.

• speak too quickly.

• just read out your notes to the 

examiner or give a prepared speech.

• stop if you can’t remember a word.

Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.

• try to use the full time allowed.

• think of a different way of 

expressing your idea if you’ve 

forgotten a word.

• correct yourself if you make a 

mistake, and continue.

• make eye contact with the 

examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELF

Explaining and giving reasons

We went there to see the sunset.

I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.

One reason why I like spring is the sound  

of birds singing.

Expressing preferences

I prefer living in a city to living in the country.

I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 

late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.

I like olive oil better than butter.

I think giving presents is better than receiving 

them.

Correcting yourself

Thanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 

tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 

UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.

MAKING YOUR TALK 

MORE INTERESTING 

To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 

adverbs:

I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.

I really love visiting the village.

You can also turn the sentence around:

I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 

because it’s simple.

I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.

It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 

special is that it was a gift.

I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 

particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2

✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔
Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 

repetition.

B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them.
B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 

example, choose descriptive adjectives, 

not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 

at the blue highlights in the sample 

answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 

wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 

strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 

especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 

or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 

used in talking about buying and selling woven 

material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 

etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 

 Material is a more general word than fabric or 

cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 

that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 

might not be clear which type of material is meant: 

furnishing material  the material industry  a 

material manufacturer

textile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 

He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 

textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 

talking about the business of making woven materials. 

The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 

got a job in textiles.

PATTER`NS

  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  

/ textiles

  synthetic fabric / material / textiles

  printed fabric / cloth / textiles

  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / material

fab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to

invent false information in order to trick people  

make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 

2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 

etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 

verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 

story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.

fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 

or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 

speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 

quickness is used about thinking.

fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ 

adj. 1 + B2  (informal) 

extremely good: a fabulous 

performance  Jana is a 

fabulous cook.  SYNONYMS

AT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) 

very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 

before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts

fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:

fabulously wealthy / rich

fa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 

sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 

from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 

a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 

behind the city's glittering facade.

face  A1  /feɪs/ noun, verb

 noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1  the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 

 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 

the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 

his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1  an expression that is shown on sb’s 

face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 

showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 

face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 

he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 

looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 

husband's speech.

 -FACED 3  A2  (in adjectives) having the type of face or

expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14

 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 

face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY

decide verb

decision noun  indecision

decisive adj.  indecisive

undecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.

PATTERNS

  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings

  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings

  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings

 (a) dramatic setting / background

eth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has

no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 

natural gas and mineral oil.

ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 

containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 

ETHANE: ethyl acetate

F /ef/ noun, abbr.

 noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 

the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 

mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 

showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 

got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 

academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 

the 
 Royal College of Music)  

3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ 

noun a document that 

allows sb from another 

country to enter the US as 

a student

F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people

who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 

communication

fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely good

fable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1   [C, U] a traditional short story that 

teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 

characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 

Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 

account of sth, that is not true

fabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 

often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 

fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 

the fabled Jack.

fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 

W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 

curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 

 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 

the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 

that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 

threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 

STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 

of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof

▼ SYNONYMS

fabric

cloth  material  textile

These are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 

wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 

curtains, and for covering furniture.

fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 

making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 

covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 

 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 

used when talking about covering furniture or making 

curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 

of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 

of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 

face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 

page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE

 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  

 PICTURE AT CLOCK

 CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 

sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 

aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE

ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE

 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 

disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 

have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 

fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 

position because they do not have the appearance, 

personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 

this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 

qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 

a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 

ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 

sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 

face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 

where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 

it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 

horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 

your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 

She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 

surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 

up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 

do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 

respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 

ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 

or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 

1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 

courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 

unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 

lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 

of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 

(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 

but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 

know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 

deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an

expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 

or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 

at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 

your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 

to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 

marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say

it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 

behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to

refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 

you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 

BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 

LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 

STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE

▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING

Expressions on your face

  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.

  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 

expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 

so that lines appear on your forehead.

  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 

way.
  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 

face to show pain, disgust, etc.

  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  

annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 

shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 

something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 

someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 

up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 

grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 

direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 

the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 

south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 

and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 

you facing?

 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 

situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 

problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 

facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 

with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 

difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 

to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 

the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 

—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 

to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 

feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 

face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 

5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 

difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 

disappointed.

 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 

a surface with another material: a brick building faced 

with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/

  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 

scene.

  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 

billionaire on his yacht.

  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 

Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.

  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 

criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 

all ran off, leaving me to face the music.

 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 

with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 

NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 

are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 

compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 

on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 

to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 

She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 

again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING

website

ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt

card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 

or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32

face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL

ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 

you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft

face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)

having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 

bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks

face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 

operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 

tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 

facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 

it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 

a facelift.

ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 

argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 

candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 

HOCKEY

factor
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning

 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand

 8 parking meter

 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can

 11 pavement/sidewalk

 12 kerb/curb

 13 busker

 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11
12

14

15

8Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade

 16 traffic lights

 17 pedestrian crossing / 

crosswalk

 18 railings

 19 street market

 20 fountain

 21 cinema / movie theater

 22 office block/building

 23 supermarket

 24 shop/store

 25 square

 26 statue

 27 signpost

 28 alley 

 29 postbox/mailbox

 30 street light

 31 poster

 32 road sign

 33 cycle/bicycle lane

 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27

29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound

that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 

FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar

al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 

the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 

ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 

removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 

like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28

al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or

before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 

I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-

ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-

pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 

not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 

a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 

are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  

 SEE ENOUGH

▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN

already  /  just  /  yet

  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 

simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 

in written English and some Americans do not consid-

er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 

is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 

(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?

  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 

with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 

bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.

ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very

small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 

measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-

oms

avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 

return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 

your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 

father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 

to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  

 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun

▼ GRAMMAR POINT

avenge  /  revenge

Avenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.

  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  

He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 

revenge on a person.

  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 

a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 

are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 

was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-

venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 

death.

beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 

NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 

the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 

used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 

Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-

cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 

Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 

bɪˈɡetər/ noun

brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 

brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-

dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 

2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-

fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 

tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 

weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 

 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]

Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 

people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-

ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 

[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 

/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]

▼ MORE ABOUT

the British 

  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 

British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 

odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 

to people from England, not the rest of the United King-

dom.
  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-

vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-

scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-

ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 

is now very old-fashioned.

 NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 

ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 

CENTREPIECE

cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb

 noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-

ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 

ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 

number that you get when you multiply a number by it-

self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).

 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 

number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 

food into CUBES  DICE verb

en·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  

1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 

and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 

sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-

ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 

child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 

in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-

vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  

2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 

people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-

vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-

lution of the environment  damage to the environment  

WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 

structure within which a user, computer or program op-

erates: a desktop development environment

▼ SYNONYMS

environment

setting  surroundings  background

These are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 

exists or is situated.

environment the conditions in a place that affect the 

behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 

home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 

pleasant working environment

setting a place or situation of a particular type, in 

which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 

idyllic setting for the concert.

surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 

The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 

main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.

PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Writing a discussion essay

Many essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 

course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 

on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 

topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 

your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 

evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 

unmanned missions.’ Discuss.

It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 

expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 

balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 

to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 

are worth the costs.

For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 

answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 

Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 

serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 

very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 

have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 

human beings is enormously expensive.’

Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 

having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 

support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 

less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 

manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 

and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 

contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 

1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.

In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 

projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 

manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 

moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 

solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 

solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 

so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 

same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.

Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 

ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 

much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 

and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 

However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 

the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 

of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 

clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.

Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 

of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 

now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 

most value in terms of public spending.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Linking words and phrases guide 

the reader through the argument 

and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be 

used to modify your 

opinion.

These phrases make the 

argument less personal 

and more objective.

Experts are quoted 

to support the 

argument.

INTRODUCTION

1  Sentences 1 and 2 

introduce the topic.

The third sentence states 

the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT

2  Sentence 2 introduces 

the first point (manned 

missions are not cost-

effective).

This is supported by a 

quote from an expert to 

give authority.

3  Reasons and data are 

given to support the 

writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second 

point (unmanned 

projects are more 

scientifically productive).

5  Presents the 

counterargument.

Some may argue 

suggests that the writer 

will go on to argue 

against this position.

However in the second 

sentence introduces the 

argument against.

CONCLUSION

6  Summarizes the writer’s 

points and states his/

her conclusion on the 

title. Thus introduces the 

conclusion. I would argue 

that clearly shows the 

writer’s position.
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Talking about a topic

In some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 

you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 

it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 

that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 

you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something

Ways of explaining and giving your reasons

Ways of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 

house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 

I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 

few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 

city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 

couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 

the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.

One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 

grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 

the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 

so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 

to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 

to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 

good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 

she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 

mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 

them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 

home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!

I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 

definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 

everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 

live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 

for holidays.

explaining where, 

when and why

describing the 

appearance and 

sounds of the place

explaining why the 

place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  

You should say:

• where it is, how often and why you go there.

• what it is like.

• why it is so important to you.
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New Progressive Primary English is a trusted and dynamic series for 
Grades 1–4 that equips learners with English skills as early as possible. 
Written by literacy experts, New Progressive Primary English has been 
developed so that English is learnt in a communicative way, according 
to relevant themes. Vocabulary is developed in an integrated way with 
activities suitable for this age group. Development of phonics and language 
structures are carefully planned to progress from grade to grade. 

Key features of the Learner’s Book
• Practical and written activities encourage learner-focused teaching and 

learning, and cater for all ability groups.
• Full-colour illustrations and photos are carefully selected to develop 

vocabulary and skills.  
• Term revisions help teachers to revise, consolidate and assess.

Key features of the Teacher’s Guide
• A detailed scope and sequence plan shows full coverage of the skills 

and phonics per unit.
• Clear guidance on time allocation ensures coverage in three terms.
• Step-by-step teaching guidelines, as well as practical suggestions for 

homework and continuous assessment, save teachers preparation time.
• A resource section includes worksheets and simple assessment tools 

suitable for the level.

Learner’s Books Teacher’s Guides

English

Grade 1 9780190764432 Grade 1 9780190764449

Grade 2 9780190764456 Grade 2 9780190764463

Grade 3 9780190764753 Grade 3 9780190764760

Grade 4 9780190764777 Grade 4 9780190764784

Note: These are extracts of a few selected pages, not the entire books.

Use your mobile ‘phone to scan the QR codes to see the contents list and 
a few pages from each of the learner’s books and teacher’s guides.Look

inside!
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Oxford Let’s do is a learner-centred series for Grades 1 to 7 with a 
step-by-step approach that ensures full syllabus coverage. Written by 
experts at this level, activities engage learners in their own learning 
process in a practical way and focus on learning through doing.

Key features of the Learner’s Book
• Full-colour illustrations and high-quality photos capture learners’ 

attention and are used to teach the knowledge, skills and values 
effectively.

• Practical and written activities encourage learner-focused teaching 
and learning.

• Simple revision and assessment exercises at the end of units help 
teachers to revise, consolidate and assess.

Key features of the Teacher’s Guide
• A copy of the syllabus includes Learner’s Book page references.

• Practical and step-by-step teaching guidelines save teachers 
preparation time.

• A resource section includes worksheets and simple assessment 
tools suitable for the subject and grade.

Let’sdo

Sample pages from 
Oxford’s Let’s do

Social Studies
Grade 5

Learner’s Book
978 019 044350 4

Look

inside!
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Let’s do grades 1 – 7

Learner’s Books Teacher’s Guides

Grade 1

Creative and Technology Studies 9780195998252 Creative and Technology Studies 9780199044016

Integrated Science 9780199046799 Integrated Science 9780199058631

Mathematics 9780199043323 Mathematics 9780199043194

Social Studies 9780195999747 Social Studies 9780199054060

Grade 2

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190408534 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190401382

Integrated Science 9780190406448 Integrated Science 9780190409104

Mathematics 9780190402914 Mathematics 9780195996593

Social Studies 9780190721282 Social Studies 9780199041336

Grade 3

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190406387 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190402907

Integrated Science 9780199077557 Integrated Science 9780190408022

Mathematics 9780190404178 Mathematics 9780190405366

Social Studies 9780190720124 Social Studies 9780190721312

Grade 4

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190411909 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190412111

Integrated Science 9780190411978 Integrated Science 9780190411275

Mathematics 9780190412531 Mathematics 9780190412265

Social Studies 9780190720568 Social Studies 9780190721183

Grade 5

English 9780199076154 English 9780199079384

Expressive Arts 9780190448745 Expressive Arts 9780190720803

Home Economics 9780190443658 Home Economics 9780190443696

Integrated Science (updated edition) 9780190747213 Integrated Science (updated edition) 9780190747381

Mathematics 9780199076758 Mathematics 9780195995848

Social Studies 9780190443504 Social Studies 9780190449827

Technology Studies 9780190721336 Technology Studies 9780190720797

Grade 6

English 9780190402198 English 9780195997507

Expressive Arts 9780190751951 Expressive Arts 9780190734602

Home Economics 9780190754211 Home Economics 9780190755317

Integrated Science 9780190405335 Integrated Science 9780190402112

Mathematics 9780199077311 Mathematics 9780190402990

Social Studies 9780190448905 Social Studies 9780190443634

Technology Studies 9780190733308 Technology Studies 9780190748777

Grade 7

English 9780190401078 English 9780195998665

Expressive Arts 9780190737948 Expressive Arts 9780190743680

Home Economics 9780190753764 Home Economics 9780190737870

Integrated Science 9780190406684 Integrated Science 9780199076598

Mathematics 9780190402204 Mathematics 9780199079056

Social Studies 9780190720704 Social Studies 9780190723224

Technology Studies 9780190740412 Technology Studies 9780190743673

english
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Let’s do local languages grades 1 – 4

Chitonga

Grade 1 Grade 3

Creative and Technology Studies 9780199077007 Creative and Technology Studies 9780195999914

Integrated Science 9780195994858 Integrated Science 9780190407575

Mathematics 9780199078073 Mathematics 9780190405298

Social Studies 9780199077946 Social Studies 9780190408213

Grade 2 Grade 4

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190403911 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190412920

Integrated Science 9780190409906 Integrated Science 9780190412968

Mathematics 9780190402372 Mathematics 9780190412296

Social Studies 9780199078042 Social Studies 9780190722197

Learner’s Books

Selected titles in our popular primary series, Let’s Do are available in Chitonga, iciBemba and Cinyanja for 
learners in Grades 1 to 4. Please contact your education consultant for more information.

Sample pages from 
Oxford’s Let’s do

Integrated Science
Icibemeba Grade 2

Learner’s Book
978 019 040990 6

Look

inside!
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Let’s do local languages grades 1 – 4 Let’s do local languages grades 1 – 4

IciBemba

Grade 1

 Creative and Technology Studies 9780199078196

 Integrated Science 9780199079209  Integrated Science 9780190448967

 Mathematics 9780199077502  Mathematics 9780190723835

 Social Studies 9780199048120  Social Studies 9780190722906

Grade 2

 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190409487

 Integrated Science 9780190409500  Integrated Science 9780190722746

 Mathematics 9780190401344  Mathematics 9780190720988

 Social Studies 9780199077038  Social Studies 9780190448424

Grade 3

 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190404109

 Integrated Science 9780190406585  Integrated Science 9780190449155

 Mathematics 9780190403041  Mathematics 9780190721596

 Social Studies 9780190448257  Social Studies 9780190449179

Grade 4

 Creative and Technology Studies 9780190412517

 Integrated Science 9780190412470  Integrated Science 9780190448257

 Mathematics 9780190412579  Mathematics 9780190723675

 Social Studies 9780190443467  Social Studies 9780190721923

Learner’s Books Teacher’s Guides

Cinyanja

Grade 1

Creative and Technology Studies 9780199078936

Integrated Science 9780195996043 Integrated Science 9780190721909

Mathematics 9780199077380 Mathematics 9780190720759

Social Studies 9780199046782 Social Studies 9780190721916

Grade 2

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190404222

Integrated Science 9780199054077 Integrated Science 9780190723194

Mathematics 9780190402945 Mathematics 9780195991109

Social Studies 9780190408169 Social Studies 9780190720483

Grade 3

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190404406

Integrated Science 9780190405700 Integrated Science 9780190723163

Mathematics 9780190405670 Mathematics 9780190722920

Social Studies 9780190404888 Social Studies 9780190721121

Grade 4

Creative and Technology Studies 9780190412494

Integrated Science 9780190411992 Integrated Science 9780190723361

Mathematics 9780190412104 Mathematics 9780190720155

Social Studies 9780190411916 Social Studies 9780190722364

Learner’s Books Teacher’s Guides
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The popular Oxford We are Growing readers have now been 
translated into Chitonga for Grades 1 to 4.   

KEY FEATURES OF TULAKOMENA
• Written by renowned story tellers, subject advisers and educators

• The reading level of each story is indicated to accommodate 
learners in multi-level classrooms

• The themes integrate with mathematics and social studies

• Informal assessment activities at the end of each story

Sample pages 
from Oxford’s

Tulakomena Reader
Basicamba ababotu
978 0 19 073692 7

Look

inside!
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Tulakomena chitonga readers grades 1 – 4

Grade 1

Bala andime 9780190751371 Count with me

Mazuba 9780190751579 Days

Mulilo 9780190738600 Fire

Zyakulya zyamibala mibala minji 9780190733650 Food of many colours

Maanza alaambaula 9780190749910 Hands talk

Langa akuswiilila 9780190733377 Look and listen 

Zyiloto zyangu 9780190739416 My dreams 

Kosobana andime 9780190740962 Play with me

Balika, kaaze kasankwa, balika 9780190739584 Run, cat boy, run

Kasankwa koonoona 9780190741525 Sleepy boy

Bbola lisubila 9780190736842 The red ball 

Cipati acisyoonto 9780190747725 Big and Small 

Grade 2

Ciwena, Nondo amulombwana mubotu moyo 9780190737306 Crocodile, tortoise and the kind man

Cipo cabuzuba bwakuzyalwa kwangu 9780190748531 My birthday present

Rosy ambeba 9780190731076 Rosy and the mice

Muuwo ubi 9780190738358 The bad storm 

Silukomo mupati 9780190743826 The big bully

Sekkasi yaboola mudolopo 9780190730321 The circus comes to town

Lwiimbo lwa mpulazi 9780190752569 The farm song

Cibotu kulindime 9780190736903 The best for me

Grade 3

Kaano kayoosya 9780190746971 A scary story 

Dusty a Daisy 9780190752149 Dusty and Daisy

Kubabwa kwa Lukobo kupati 9780190737504 Monty’s terrible itch 

Bweende bwesu bwamusyokwe 9780190751739 Our forest adventure

Muntu ulaampuwo achipekupeku 9780190738341 The TV star

Masusu aa Betty alengelela 9780190747299 Betty’s braids

Grade 4

Kaano kaponi 9780190732905 A pony’s tale

Utaleki kuzumanana 9780190748432 Never give up

Basicamba ababotu 9780190736927 The brave and the beautiful

Icisyomyo cazuba limweka 9780190748623 The promise of sunshine

Tulakomena Readers We are Growing equivalent
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GRADE 1
Level Readers

1

2

3

4

Aweh! is an exciting graded reading scheme which integrates with life 
skills and mathematics. At the end of each reader, a writing activity 

encourages the learner to engage with what they have read, and 
communicate the meaning of what they have read.

GRADE 2
Level Readers

5

6

7

8

2
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12 different genres in each grade! 
African Folktale | Fairy tale | Humour | Fantasy | Fiction | Fable

Realistic fi ction | Science fi ction | Non-fi ction | Mystery | Legend | Myth

Are you ready 
to read?

GRADE 3
Level Readers

9

10

11

12

GRADE 2
Readers
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Oxford Progress in is a learner-centred series for Grades 8–12, written 
by subject specialists, with a step-by-step approach that ensures full 
syllabus coverage. Each concept is carefully explained so that individual 
learners can progress at their own pace.

Key features of the Learner’s Book
• A starter activity at the beginning of each topic to stimulate interest 

and test prior knowledge.

• Practical and written activities that can be completed with minimal 
resources.

• High-quality illustrations to assist understanding of the concepts.

• Revision and assessment exercises at the end of each topic.

Key features of the Teacher’s Guide
• A copy of the syllabus includes Learner’s Book page references to 

show full coverage.

• Teaching guidelines and worked solutions for the activities, and for 
revision and assessment exercises.

• Continuous assessment guidelines.

• Graded tests and subject-specific assessment tools to assist with 
formal assessment.

Sample pages from 
Oxford’s Progress

in Science
Grade 11

Learner’s Book
978 0 19 40532 8

Look

inside!
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Learner’s Books Teacher’s Guides
Grade 8

Business Studies 9780199076093 Business Studies 9780199075096

Computer Studies 9780190720056 Computer Studies 9780190722210

English 9780199057481 English 9780199055159

Integrated Science 9780199048052 Integrated Science 9780199049219

Mathematics 9780199051137 Mathematics 9780195997378

Social Studies 9780190723064 Social Studies 9780190722487

Grade 9

Business Studies 9780190401764 Business Studies 9780190409999

Computer Studies 9780190736552 Computer Studies 9780190734763

English 9780190406486 English 9780190406547

Integrated Science 9780190408923 Integrated Science 9780199050512

Mathematics 9780199078646 Mathematics 9780190404529

Social Studies 9780190448486 Social Studies 9780190448332

Grade 10

Biology 9780199058648 Biology 9780199076222

English 9780199053209 English 9780199075904

Science 9780199047383 Science 9780199079308

Mathematics 9780199044610 Mathematics 9780199076666

Grade 11

Biology 9780190400491 Biology 9780190407810

English 9780199077953 English 9780190406851

Science 9780190405328 Science 9780190404659

Mathematics 9780190401214 Mathematics 9780190405885

Grade 12

Biology 9780190408862 Biology 9780190400828

English 9780190404512 English 9780199075881

Science 9780190408794 Science 9780199079803

Mathematics 9780190403157 Mathematics 9780190405205

Progress in Grades 8 – 12

Sample pages from 
Oxford’s Progress in

Computer Studies
Grade 8

Learner’s Book
978 0 19 072005 6

Look

inside!
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Success Ahead is a series of study guides designed to help learners 
excel in their Grade 12 exams. The series is aligned to the Grade 12 
syllabus and helps learners practise and develop core skills, helping 
with revision and preparation for exams. 

The user-friendly study guides can be used in the classroom or for 
independent practice at home. They can also be used as a quick 
reference for challenging content. Model exam papers from 2016
 with model answers written by current examiners are now included 
to help learners prepare and revise for exams.

They can also be used as a quick reference for challenging content.

• Practise

• Revise

• Pass

• Excel

• Succeed!

SUCCESS AHEAD

Study Guides

SUCCESS AHEAD

English 9780190417215

Mathematics 9780190422189

Science 9780190414771

OXFORD SCHOOL ATLAS for zambia

Use your mobile ‘phone to scan the QR codes below and view 
these books online.Look

inside!
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The Oxford School Atlas for Zambia is a one-stop resource that 
belongs in every classroom. This comprehensive school atlas is 
specifically designed for the Zambian school curriculum with 
direct links to subjects such as geography, social studies, history, 
integrated science, agricultural science and civic education.

Features of the atlas include:
• Complete thematic coverage of the country and full-page 

coverage of each province in Zambia

• Inclusion of the latest (2015) provincial and district 
boundaries in Zambia

• An extensive range of thematic maps of the SADC,
Africa and the world

• A fully-illustrated map skills section

• Cross-cutting themes are integrated into the atlas content

• Activities section with graded questions

• Information on the latest developments in mapping 
technology and spatial analysis

• A world fact sheet with key information about each country

• Colour-coded sections

• A detailed syllabus coverage grid.

978 0 19 041300 2

Look

inside!

Sample pages from 
the Oxford School 

Atlas for Zambia
978 0 19 041300 2

Scan this QR code using your mobile 
‘phone to view the Oxford School 
Atlas for Zambia online.

OXFORD SCHOOL ATLAS for zambia
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Critical concepts made easy
Zoom In is a series of digital interactive study guides, designed to help 
learners pass Grade 10–12 exams with flying colours. The series targets 
difficult concepts in key subjects, giving learners the confidence they 
need to tackle any question.

Zoom In consists of a unique blended digital + print package, ideal for 
21st century learning:
• An interactive offline USB study guide packed with content and 

interactive activities
• A companion workbook with activities and exam-type questions 

for extra practice throughout the year

Zoom In can be used alongside textbooks throughout the year, 
or for revision right before tests and exams.

ENGLISH FIRST ADDITIONAL
LANGUAGE GRADES 10 – 12
Concepts covered include:

• Language in context
• Essay writing
• Longer transactional writing
• Shorter transactional writing

GEOGRAPHY: MAP SKILLS
GRADES 10 – 12
The concepts covered are:

• Map calculations:
o Locating position
o Direction and bearing
o Scale and distance
o Calculating distance and area
o Weather maps

• Map Interpretation:
o South African 1:50 000 map referencing system
o Gradient
o Oblique and aerial photos
o Orthophoto maps and topographic maps
o Landforms and contours
o Cross sections
o Vertical exaggeration
o Intervisibility

• Geographical Information Systems (GIS): 
o GIS concepts
o Data types
o Application

USB and practice book   978 0 19 044341 2
Practice book   978 0 19 072047 6

USB and practice book   978 0 19 041808 3
Practice book   978 0 19 072255 5

Zoom in is also available for 
Mathematics, Life Sciences, 
Physical Science and Accounting.  
Please contact your local 
education consultant for pricing.

Explore a
free sample!

Explore a
free sample!

DICTIONARIES
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Oxford Primary Dictionary
For children aged 10+
A new edition with more words added, more spelling support and enhanced 
supplements for grammar and language help.

• More vocabulary and support to help children understand how
to use a wide range of words in the right context

• Word origins and spelling notes make spelling, grammar and 
punctuation fun

• Pages are clear and accessible, and extra help with alphabetical 
order make it easy to find words and meanings

• Free online activities to build reading, comprehension and writing skills.

978 0 19 276859 9

Oxford popular School Dictionary
Ages 10–15
A handy, quick look-up dictionary, ideal for use at home.

• 40 000 headwords with clear and simple definitions and example phrases

• Up-to-date entries and international words

• The full alphabet, with alphabet thumb tabs on every page for quick 
navigation around the dictionary.

978 0 19 911874 8

OXFORD ESSENTIAL DICTIONARY  
• Entry level at junior primary

• Uses controlled defining vocabulary 

• Fairly simple definitions

• English language teaching product so ideal  for English second language 
learners.

978 0 19 433399 3

OXFORD MINI SCHOOL DICTIONARY
Ages 10–15
• Uniquely powered by the Oxford Children’s Corpus with all entries and 

age-appropriate examples, clearly written in child-friendly language that 
children actually understand

• Improves writing skills with the targeted spelling tips and grammar and 
punctuation supplement.

978 0 19 274708 2

DICTIONARIES
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Oxford Chichewa-English/
English-Chichewa Dictionary
The Oxford Chichewa-English/English-Chichewa Dictionary has been 
published especially for countries where Chichewa, also called Chinyanja, 
is being used by millions of people. It is a small-page bible-paper book, 
with a very strong soft cover. 

This is an ideal bilingual dictionary for those wishing to learn the 
Chichewa/Cinyanja language.

• This edition includes many new inserts, and updated definitions, 
with over 45 000 individual entries.

• This dictionary is the result of teamwork, and is the most
comprehensive of its kind.

• Approved for use in Zambian schools by the Ministry of General Education.

978 0 19 041659 1

Oxford Student’s Dictionary
Age 16+
Helps students learn the vocabulary they need to study other subjects in English 
(biology, maths, science, travel and tourism, etc.).

• Over 52 000 words, phrases and meanings in British and American English 
with curricular words highlighted.

• Over 30 000 example sentences show how words are used.

• 40 Reference pages help students improve their academic writing and 
study skills.

• Over 200 diagrams and illustrations make it easier to understand and 
describe scientific and technical processes.

• Oxford 3000™ keyword entries show students the most important words
 to know in English, and Academic Word list words are also clearly marked.

978 0 19 433136 4978 0 19 433136 4

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10e
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is the world’s bestselling advanced 
level dictionary for learners of English. See more on the new 10th edition on the 
back cover of this catalogue and by scanning the QR code below to access an 
online brochure.

This new 10th edition of the OALD builds English vocabulary better than ever 
before and leads the way to more confident, successful communication in English.

978  019 479861 7

NEW

Use the QR code 
scanner on your 
mobile ‘phone to find 
out more about the 
new 10th edition of 
the Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary.

Look

inside!
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Orders
Our distributor in Zambia:  
Gadsden Books 
Plot 3779 Chilubula Close, Lusaka
T +260 211 290 331 or +260 977 841 643 
E gadsden@zamnet.zm or gadsdenzm@gmail.com

Zambian bookstores:
Lusaka Province

AWN Multitrade  |  Shop 1 Jada Complex, 
Buyantanshi Road  |  T 0955831471

Book Hut Ltd  |  Cairo Road  |  T 0211 225282

Bookworld  |  Cairo Road  |  T 0211 225282

Crossroads Shopping Mall, Leopards Hill 
T 0211 268329 

Cosmopolitan Mall, Kafue Road, Makeni 
T 0211 274591 

Kulima Tower, Katunjila Road, Lusaka 
T 0211 237 051

Makeni Mall 
T 0211 274591

Manda Hill Shopping Mall 
T 0211 255 470/255 516

University of Zambia main campus, Great E Road   
T 0211 293 376/294 690

UNZA Ridgeway campus, Nationalist Road 
T 0211 256 183

Britannica Bookshop  |  Shop 190 Town Centre Market, Cha 
Cha Cha Road  |  T 0965 777 600

Grey Matter Bookstore
East Park Mall  |  T 095 0500410/413/408

Eastern Province

Bookworld  |  Chipata Town Centre, Parirenyattwa Road  T 
0972 649442

Southern Province

Bookworld  |  Mazabuka Town Centre  |  T 0213 231093

Copperbelt Province

Bookworld  |  Kitwe Town Plot, 6022 Kabengele Road 
T 0212 228575

Rekays Mall, President Avenue, Ndola Town Centre  
T 0212 612372/0966 750413

Eskayarts Limited  |  Shop 3819 Town Centre, Kitwe
T 0212 221530/0979 026264

Grey Matter Bookstore  |  Shop 35, Mukuba Mall, 
Parklands, Kitwe  |  T 212 280098/0953585179

Shop 21, Kafubu Mall, Ndola  
T 0950 383 443/0950 500 413

Kamiza Booksellers  |  Plot E12 Vitanda Street, Ndola
T 0968 305 062

Legacy Wide Trade Ltd | Zmart Mall, President Ave, Ndola 
Town Centre  |  T 0954 920525

Lifetrail Enterprises | Afcom House, Town Centre Kitwe
T 0212 223297 / 0955/0977 920862

Twatimpa Enterprises Ltd  | Canada House, Corner 
President Ave & Moffat Rds, Ndola Town Centre
T 0212 611104/0977/0967/0955 826207 

North-Western Province

Bookworld  |  Solwezi City Mall    
T 0218 821166/0969799104

Legacy Wide Trade Ltd  |  Shop 12 Kapji Mall,  
Town Centre Solwezi  |  T 0218 821188/0966 510020

Western Province

P&D Enterprise  |  Plot 517 Kweelela Building
T 0977/0955 549358

Oxford University Press Zambia is proud to present our resources, uniquely structured to offer a complete classroom 
solution that addresses teacher and learner needs from Grade 1 to 12. Oxford’s Let’s Do series for primary level 
and Progress in for secondary are approved by the Ministry of Education’s Curriculum Development Centre for use 
in Zambian schools. They are written by subject specialists and include activities that engage learners in their own 
learning process in a practical way and focus on learning through doing. In addition, we have included information 
on learner books and teacher guides translated into local languages, and our Chitonga readers for Grades 1 to 4. 
You will also find additional resources aimed at teachers and learners.

Meet the Oxford University Press Zambia team:

HANRI PIETERSE
Managing Director 
Oxford University Press 
Southern Africa 

BRADLEY KAPINI
Sales Manager

Contact Bradley Kapini on email 
Bradley.Kapini@oup.com or 
cellphone +260 975 439393 to 
discuss your education needs.

BOTHO MOTHIBI
Sales Director 
Oxford University Press  
Southern Africa

KAUMBA CHILILA
Education Consultant

Contact Kaumba Chilila on email 
Kaumba.Chilila@oup.com or 
cellphone +260 955 885701 to 
discuss your education needs.

ANSON BANDA
Country Coordinator 
Oxford University Press 
Southern Africa  

KAREN SIMPSON
Publishing Director 
Oxford University Press  
Southern Africa

ZAMBIA
Oxford

CATALOGUE

Anson Banda has taught at secondary school level and became Senior 
Curriculum Specialist and Head of the Faculty of Languages: English for 
the Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education.  He 
has authored several course books and supplementary materials, trained 
book evaluators, and facilitated training for the Life Skills, HIV and 
AIDS, Gender Issues, Sexuality Education Programmes, and the Primary 
Reading Programme.

Please scan the QR codes to view excellent Oxford resources that support  
the Cambridge and IB curricula. If you would like to find out more,  
please contact your local Oxford education consultant.
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SUCCESS AHEAD

Gadsden Bookshop
Warehouse & Distributor
Tel: +260 211 290331
 +260 977 841643
Fax: +260 211 290326
Email: gadsden@zamnet.zm
 gadsdenzm@gmail.com 
 
For further information,  
please contact:

Bradley Kapini
Oxford University Press
Tel: +260 975 439393
Email: Bradley.Kapini@oup.com

Kaumba Chilila
Oxford University Press
Tel: +260 955 885701
Email: Kaumba.Chilila@oup.com

www.southernafrica.oxford.
co.za/country/zambia

      @oxfordzambia

SUCCESS AHEAD

Oxford

Catalogue
ZAMBIA

The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
10th edition builds English vocabulary better 
than ever before and leads the way to more 
confident, successful communication in 
English.

The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is the 
world’s bestselling advanced level dictionary for 
learners of English.

 • Over 60,000 words, 79,000 phrases, 89,000 
meanings and 109,000 examples 

 • 1000+ NEW words and meanings (chatbot, fake 
news, microplastic, woke)

 • Oxford 3000™ and Oxford 5000™ keywords graded 
by CEFR level

 • OPAL™ (Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon) teaches academic keywords
 • Visual Vocabulary Builder including NEW illustrations for topic vocabulary
 • Oxford Speaking Tutor and an updated iSpeaker prepare you for exams and 

presentations 
 • Oxford Writing Tutor and an updated iWriter help you plan, write and review your 

written work 
 • Teaching resources including 50 NEW vocabulary worksheets and NEW and 

revised lesson plans available online

978 0 19 479 861 7 Paperback
210 x 138 mm 1 920 pp June 2021

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10th edition
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Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary • 10th Edition
oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com

Oxford University Press © 2019 16

a) Print – house cover

b) Print – main entries

c) Print – Visual
Vocabulary Builder

e) Print –
Writing Tutor

d) Print –
Speaking Tutor

Examples

Oxford University Press
is the world’s authority
on the English language.

As part of the University of 
Oxford, we are committed to 
furthering English language 
learning worldwide.

We continuously bring
together our experience, 
expertise and research to 
create resources such as 
this one, helping millions of 
learners of English to achieve 
their potential.

3
www.oup.com/elt 2

Advanced
Learner’s
Dictionary

Oxford

Dictionary

A
dvanced

 L
earner’s

O
xford

10th Edition

10th

Edition

9 780194 798488

ISBN 978-0-19-479848-8

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
builds English vocabulary better than ever 
before and leads the way to more confident, 
successful communication in English.

Build your vocabulary
• Over 60,000 words, 79,000 phrases, 89,000 

meanings and 109,000 examples

• 1000+ NEW words and meanings (chatbot, 
fake news, microplastic, woke)

• NEW Oxford 3000 keywords – revised, 
updated and graded by level

• NEW Oxford 5000 keywords – take 
your vocabulary to the next level

• NEW OPAL (Oxford Phrasal Academic 
Lexicon) teaches academic keywords

Take your English skills to the next level 
• Oxford Speaking Tutor and Oxford iSpeaker 

prepare you for exams and presentations

• Oxford Writing Tutor and Oxford iWriter help you 
plan, write and review your own writing tasks

Your complete learning package
• Get instant access to even more 

vocabulary and communication practice 
online with 1 year’s premium access at 
www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com AND
offline with 1 year’s access to the Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary app

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
is based on the authoritative Oxford 
English Corpus collection.

Includes 1 year’s
app and online access

Includes 1 year’s 
app and online access

OALD10 cover - House PB.indd   All Pages 04/06/2019   11:28
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WT9Preparing to write 
• Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 

read and research the topic (unless in 
an examination). Which do you think 
are the strongest arguments? Decide 
what your viewpoint will be.

• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 
with supporting examples, ideas or 
evidence. For some questions you 
can use evidence from your personal 
experience.

• Decide how to organize your essay to 
persuade readers of your case.

• Note down some useful vocabulary on 
the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)
Introduction
Arguments for your case + supporting 
evidence, examples or reasons
Arguments against + evidence
Evaluation of arguments
Summary and conclusion
It is possible to reverse arguments for and against.

Structure 2
Introduction
Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
Counterargument
Argument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
Counterargument
Evaluation of arguments
Summary and conclusion

Showing your position 
When you write a discussion essay, you 
can show what your opinion is on the 
issue or question without using personal 
phrases such as I think… or In my 
opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 
words carefully as you write. Some 
examples are given below. Look out for 
more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK

Adjectives
important, major, serious, significant
e.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.

Patterns with It + adjective
clear, likely, possible, surprising, evident
e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.
important, difficult, necessary, possible, 
interesting
e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.

Adverbs
clearly, indeed, in fact, of course
generally, usually, mainly, widely
perhaps, probably, certainly, possibly
rarely, sometimes, often
e.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. 
This book is generally held to be her greatest 
novel.

Verbs
These help show how certain you are about a 
point or an argument.
Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  
will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)
Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / 

I would argue that… (not so certain)
It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…
It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 
should/must be noted/emphasized that…
Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 
suggest, imply 
The results/findings show/indicate…
Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 
conclude 
I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrases
Firstly (= I have several points to make)
Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 
(= I have another important point)
However,… (to introduce a counterargument)
Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 

and make sure you really answer it.
 • Use general statements to convey the 

main ideas, and then provide evidence, 
examples, details and reasons to 
support these statements.

 • Use paragraph divisions and 
connecting words and phrases to 
make the structure of your essay clear 
to your readers.

 • For language to help you structure
your argument, look at the notes at the 
entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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IELTS | TOEIC | TOEFL | Cambridge Assessment English: C1 Advanced, C2 Proficiency, Business Certificates | Trinity GESE

Before the exam
Remind yourself of useful phrases by 
looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 
in the dictionary for:
• expressing a preference (at prefer)
• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)
• correcting yourself (at correct) 

During the exam
Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 
example: 

place—grandmother’s village
where—south-west coast
how often—summer, other holidays
why—visit, relax
what like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 
birds, insects, olive trees
why important?—beautiful, my 
grandmother, chatting, advice, food

Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.

• use your note-making time to write 
full sentences.

• speak too quickly.

• just read out your notes to the 
examiner or give a prepared speech.

• stop if you can’t remember a word.

Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.

• try to use the full time allowed.

• think of a different way of 
expressing your idea if you’ve 
forgotten a word.

• correct yourself if you make a 
mistake, and continue.

• make eye contact with the 
examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
Explaining and giving reasons
We went there to see the sunset.
I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.
One reason why I like spring is the sound  
of birds singing.

Expressing preferences
I prefer living in a city to living in the country.
I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 
late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.
I like olive oil better than butter.
I think giving presents is better than receiving 
them.

Correcting yourself
Thanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 
tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 
UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.

MAKING YOUR TALK 
MORE INTERESTING 
To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 
adverbs:
I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.
I really love visiting the village.
You can also turn the sentence around:
I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 
because it’s simple.
I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.
It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 
special is that it was a gift.
I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 
particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2

✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔
Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 
repetition. B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them. B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 
example, choose descriptive adjectives, 
not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 
at the blue highlights in the sample 
answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 
wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 
strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 
especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 
or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 
used in talking about buying and selling woven 
material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 
etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 
 Material is a more general word than fabric or 
cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 
that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 
might not be clear which type of material is meant: 
furnishing material  the material industry  a 
material manufacturer

textile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 
He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 
textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 
talking about the business of making woven materials. 
The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 
got a job in textiles.

PATTER`NS

  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  
/ textiles

  synthetic fabric / material / textiles
  printed fabric / cloth / textiles
  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / material

fab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to
invent false information in order to trick people  
make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 
2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 
etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 
verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 
story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.

fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 
or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 
speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 
quickness is used about thinking.

fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ 
adj. 1 + B2  (informal) 
extremely good: a fabulous 
performance  Jana is a 
fabulous cook.  SYNONYMS
AT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) 
very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 
before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts

fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:
fabulously wealthy / rich

fa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 
sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 
from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 
a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 
behind the city's glittering facade.

face  A1 /feɪs/ noun, verb
 noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1 the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 
 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 
the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 
his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1 an expression that is shown on sb’s 
face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 
showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 
face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 
he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 
looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 
husband's speech.

 -FACED 3  A2 (in adjectives) having the type of face or
expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14
 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 
face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY

decide verb
decision noun  indecision
decisive adj.  indecisive
undecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 
snow.

PATTERNS

  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings
  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings
  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings
 (a) dramatic setting / background

eth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has
no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 
natural gas and mineral oil.

ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 
containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 
ETHANE: ethyl acetate

F /ef/ noun, abbr.
 noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 
the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 
mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 
showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 
got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 
academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 
the 

 Royal College of Music)  
3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ 
noun a document that 
allows sb from another 
country to enter the US as 
a student

F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people
who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 
communication

fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely good

fable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1  [C, U] a traditional short story that 
teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 
characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 
Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 
account of sth, that is not true

fabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 
often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 
fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 
the fabled Jack.

fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 
W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 
curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 
 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 
the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 
that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 
threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 
STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 
of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof

▼ SYNONYMS

fabric
cloth  material  textile
These are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 
wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 
curtains, and for covering furniture.

fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 
making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 
covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 
 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 
used when talking about covering furniture or making 
curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 
of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 
of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 
face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 
page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE

 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  
 PICTURE AT CLOCK

 CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 
sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 
aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE
ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE

 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 
disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 
have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 
fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 
position because they do not have the appearance, 
personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 
this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 
qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 
a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 
ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 
sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 
face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 
where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 
it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 
horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 
your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 
She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 
surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 
up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 
do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 
respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 
ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 
or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 
1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 
courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 
unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 
lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 
of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 
(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 
but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 
know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 
deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an
expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 
or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 
at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 
your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 
to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 
marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say
it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 
behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to
refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 
you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 
BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 
LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 
STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE

▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING

Expressions on your face
  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.
  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 

expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 
so that lines appear on your forehead.

  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 
way.

  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 
face to show pain, disgust, etc.

  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  
annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 
shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 
something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 
someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 
up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 
grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 
direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 
the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 
south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 
and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 
you facing?

 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 
situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 
problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 
facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 
with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 
difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 
to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 
the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 
—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 
to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 
feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 
face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 
5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 
difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 
disappointed.

 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 
a surface with another material: a brick building faced 
with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/

  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 
scene.

  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 
billionaire on his yacht.

  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 
Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.

  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 
criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 
all ran off, leaving me to face the music.

 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 
with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 
NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 
are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 
compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 
on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 
to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 
She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 
again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING
website

ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt
card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 
or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32

face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL

ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 
you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft

face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)
having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 
bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks

face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 
operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 
tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 
facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 
it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 
a facelift.

ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 
argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 
candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 
HOCKEY

factor123
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning
 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand
 8 parking meter
 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can
 11 pavement/sidewalk
 12 kerb/curb
 13 busker
 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11
12

14

158

Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade
 16 traffic lights
 17 pedestrian crossing / 

crosswalk
 18 railings
 19 street market

 20 fountain
 21 cinema / movie theater
 22 office block/building
 23 supermarket
 24 shop/store
 25 square
 26 statue

 27 signpost
 28 alley 
 29 postbox/mailbox
 30 street light
 31 poster
 32 road sign
 33 cycle/bicycle lane
 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27
29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound
that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 
FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar

al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 
the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 
ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 
removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 
like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28

al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or
before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 
I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-
ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-
pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 
not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 
a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 
are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  
 SEE ENOUGH

▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN

already  /  just  /  yet
  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 
simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 
in written English and some Americans do not consid-
er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 
is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 
(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?

  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 
with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 
bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.

ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very
small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 
measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-
oms

avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 
return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 
your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 
father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 
to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  
 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun

▼ GRAMMAR POINT

avenge  /  revenge
Avenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.
  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  
He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 
revenge on a person.

  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 
a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 
are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 
was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-
venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 
death.

beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 
NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 
the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 
used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 
Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-
cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 
Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 
bɪˈɡetər/ noun

brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 
brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-
dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 
2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-
fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 
tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 
weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 
 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]

Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 
people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-
ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 
[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 
/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]

▼ MORE ABOUT

the British 
  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 
British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 
odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 
to people from England, not the rest of the United King-
dom.

  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-
vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-
scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-
ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 
is now very old-fashioned.

 NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 
ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 
CENTREPIECE

cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb
 noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-
ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 
ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 
number that you get when you multiply a number by it-
self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).

 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 
number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 
food into CUBES  DICE verb

en·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  
1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 
and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 
sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-
ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 
child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 
in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-
vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  
2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 
people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-
vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-
lution of the environment  damage to the environment  
WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 
structure within which a user, computer or program op-
erates: a desktop development environment

▼ SYNONYMS

environment
setting  surroundings  background
These are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 
exists or is situated.

environment the conditions in a place that affect the 
behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 
home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 
pleasant working environment

setting a place or situation of a particular type, in 
which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 
idyllic setting for the concert.

surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 
The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 
main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 
The mountains in the background were capped with 
snow.

PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Writing a discussion essay
Many essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 
course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 
on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 
topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 
your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 
evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 
unmanned missions.’ Discuss.

It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 
expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 
balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 
to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 
are worth the costs.

For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 
answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 
serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 
very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 
have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 
human beings is enormously expensive.’

Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 
having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 
support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 
less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 
manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 
and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 
contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 
1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.

In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 
projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 
manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 
moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 
solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 
solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 
so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 
same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.

Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 
ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 
much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 
and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 
However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 
the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 
of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 
clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.

Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 
of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 
now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 
most value in terms of public spending.
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Linking words and phrases guide 
the reader through the argument 
and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be 
used to modify your 
opinion.

These phrases make the 
argument less personal 
and more objective.

Experts are quoted 
to support the 
argument.

INTRODUCTION
1  Sentences 1 and 2 

introduce the topic.
The third sentence states 
the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT
2  Sentence 2 introduces 

the first point (manned 
missions are not cost-
effective).
This is supported by a 
quote from an expert to 
give authority.

3  Reasons and data are 
given to support the 
writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second 
point (unmanned 
projects are more 
scientifically productive).

5  Presents the 
counterargument.
Some may argue 
suggests that the writer 
will go on to argue 
against this position.
However in the second 
sentence introduces the 
argument against.

CONCLUSION
6  Summarizes the writer’s 

points and states his/
her conclusion on the 
title. Thus introduces the 
conclusion. I would argue 
that clearly shows the 
writer’s position.
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Talking about a topic
In some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 
you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 
it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 
that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 
you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something

Ways of explaining and giving your reasons

Ways of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 
house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 
I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 
few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 
city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 
couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 
the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.

One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 
grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 
the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 
so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 
to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 
to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 
good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 
she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 
mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 
them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 
home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!

I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 
definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 
everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 
live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 
for holidays.

explaining where, 
when and why

describing the 
appearance and 
sounds of the place

explaining why the 
place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  
You should say:
• where it is, how often and why you go there.
• what it is like.
• why it is so important to you.

ice skating

pottery

potter’s 
wheel

woodcarving

chisel

painting

palette

easel
canvasphotography

zoom lens in-line skating

skateboarding

running
yoga

roller skating

embroidery

cross stitch
needle

knitting

knitting 
needle

rows
wool/yarn

crochet

crochet hook

pool

table

cue
cue ball

pocket

cushion

gardening

darts
dartboard

dart

bullseye

bowls 

bowling green

tenpin bowling

pins

lane

scuba-diving

flipper

tank

wetsuit

snorkelling

snorkelmask

sewing

sewing  
machine

ice rink

orienteering
caving/spelunking

map
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Games

Frisbee™

swing

teddy bear

rocking horse

kite

slide

playing cards
pack/deck of cards

court/face cards

jack

spades

joker
ace

queen

diamonds

king

skipping/jump rope

trampoline

rag doll

sandpit/sandbox

climbing frame / jungle gym

puppet

baby doll

doll’s house / dollhouse

Russian dolls

soft toy /  stuffed animal

building blocks

counter
dice

bishop

chessboard

knight

crossword
jigsaw

clubs
hearts

king queen
castle pawn

Dolls

Cards

Puzzles

Chinese chequers dominoes

snakes and ladders

draughts/checkers
backgammon

chess
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Preparing to write • Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 
read and research the topic (unless in 
an examination). Which do you think 
are the strongest arguments? Decide 
what your viewpoint will be.• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 

with supporting examples, ideas or 
evidence. For some questions you 
can use evidence from your personal 
experience.• Decide how to organize your essay to 

persuade readers of your case.• Note down some useful vocabulary on 
the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)
Introduction
Arguments for your case + supporting 
evidence, examples or reasonsArguments against + evidenceEvaluation of argumentsSummary and conclusionIt is possible to reverse arguments for and against.Structure 2

Introduction
Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 
or reasons
CounterargumentArgument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons
CounterargumentEvaluation of argumentsSummary and conclusion

Showing your position When you write a discussion essay, you 
can show what your opinion is on the 
issue or question without using personal 
phrases such as I think… or In my 
opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 
words carefully as you write. Some 
examples are given below. Look out for 
more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK
Adjectives
important, major, serious, significante.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.
Patterns with It + adjectiveclear, likely, possible, surprising, evident

e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.
important, difficult, necessary, possible, 
interesting
e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.
Adverbs
clearly, indeed, in fact, of coursegenerally, usually, mainly, widelyperhaps, probably, certainly, possiblyrarely, sometimes, oftene.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. This book is generally held to be her greatest 
novel.

Verbs
These help show how certain you are about a 
point or an argument.Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  

will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)
Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / I would argue that… (not so certain)

It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 
should/must be noted/emphasized that…Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 

suggest, imply The results/findings show/indicate…Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 
conclude I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrasesFirstly (= I have several points to make)Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 
(= I have another important point)However,… (to introduce a counterargument)

Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 
and make sure you really answer it.

 • Use general statements to convey the 
main ideas, and then provide evidence, 
examples, details and reasons to 
support these statements. • Use paragraph divisions and connecting words and phrases to 

make the structure of your essay clear 
to your readers. • For language to help you structure

your argument, look at the notes at the 
entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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Before the exam
Remind yourself of useful phrases by 
looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 
in the dictionary for:• expressing a preference (at prefer)
• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)
• correcting yourself (at correct) During the exam

Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 
example: 
place—grandmother’s villagewhere—south-west coasthow often—summer, other holidayswhy—visit, relaxwhat like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 

birds, insects, olive treeswhy important?—beautiful, my grandmother, chatting, advice, food
Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.• use your note-making time to write 
full sentences.

• speak too quickly.• just read out your notes to the examiner or give a prepared speech.• stop if you can’t remember a word.Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.• try to use the full time allowed.• think of a different way of expressing your idea if you’ve forgotten a word.• correct yourself if you make a mistake, and continue.• make eye contact with the examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELFExplaining and giving reasonsWe went there to see the sunset.I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.One reason why I like spring is the sound  
of birds singing.

Expressing preferencesI prefer living in a city to living in the country.
I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 
late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.I like olive oil better than butter.I think giving presents is better than receiving 

them.

Correcting yourselfThanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 
tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 
UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.
MAKING YOUR TALK MORE INTERESTING To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 

adverbs:
I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.I really love visiting the village.You can also turn the sentence around:I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 

because it’s simple.I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.
It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 
special is that it was a gift.I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 

particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2
✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔ Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 

repetition.

B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them.
B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 
example, choose descriptive adjectives, 
not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 
at the blue highlights in the sample 
answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 
wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 
strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 

especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 

or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 

used in talking about buying and selling woven 
material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 
etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 

 Material is a more general word than fabric or 

cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 

that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 

might not be clear which type of material is meant: 

furnishing material  the material industry  a 
material manufacturertextile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 

He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 

textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 

talking about the business of making woven materials. 

The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 

got a job in textiles.PATTER`NS
  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  

/ textiles
  synthetic fabric / material / textiles
  printed fabric / cloth / textiles  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / materialfab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to

invent false information in order to trick people  

make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 

2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 

etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 

verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 

story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.
fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 

or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 

speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 

quickness is used about thinking.fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ adj. 1 + B2  (informal) extremely good: a fabulous performance  Jana is a fabulous cook.  SYNONYMSAT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 

before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts
fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:

fabulously wealthy / richfa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 

sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 

from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 

a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 

behind the city's glittering facade.face  A1 /feɪs/ noun, verb noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1 the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 

 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 

the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 

his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1 an expression that is shown on sb’s 

face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 

showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 

face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 

he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 

looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 

husband's speech. -FACED 3  A2 (in adjectives) having the type of face or

expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 

face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY
decide verbdecision noun  indecisiondecisive adj.  indecisiveundecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.
PATTERNS
  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings
  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings
  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings

 (a) dramatic setting / backgroundeth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has

no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 

natural gas and mineral oil.ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 

containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 

ETHANE: ethyl acetateF /ef/ noun, abbr. noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 

the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 

mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 

showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 

got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 

academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 

the 
 Royal College of Music)  3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ noun a document that allows sb from another country to enter the US as a student
F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people

who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 

communication
fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely goodfable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1  [C, U] a traditional short story that 

teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 

characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 

Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 

account of sth, that is not truefabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 

often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 

fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 

the fabled Jack.
fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 

W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 

curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 

 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 

the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 

that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 

threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 

STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 

of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof▼ SYNONYMS

fabric
cloth  material  textileThese are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 

wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 

curtains, and for covering furniture.fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 

making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 

covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 

 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 

used when talking about covering furniture or making 

curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 

of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 

of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 

face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 

page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE
 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  

 PICTURE AT CLOCK CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 

sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 

aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE

ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE
 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 

disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 

have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 

fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 

position because they do not have the appearance, 

personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 

this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 

qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 

a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 

ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 

sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 

face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 

where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 

it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 

horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 

your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 

She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 

surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 

up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 

do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 

respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 

ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 

or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 

1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 

courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 

unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 

lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 

of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 

(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 

but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 

know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 

deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an

expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 

or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 

at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 

your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 

to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 

marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say

it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 

behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to

refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 

you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 

BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 

LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 

STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING
Expressions on your face  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.

  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 
expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 

so that lines appear on your forehead.
  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 

way.
  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 

face to show pain, disgust, etc.  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  
annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 

shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 
something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 
someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 

up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 

grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 

direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 

the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 

south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 

and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 

you facing?
 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 

situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 

problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 

facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 

with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 

difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 

to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 

the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 

—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 

to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 

feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 

face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 

5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 

difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 

disappointed.
 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 

a surface with another material: a brick building faced 

with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 

scene.
  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 

billionaire on his yacht.  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 
Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 

criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 

all ran off, leaving me to face the music.
 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 

with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 

NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 

are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 

compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 

on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 

to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 

She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 

again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING

website
ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt

card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 

or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL
ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 

you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft
face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)

having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 

bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks
face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 

operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 

tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 

facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 

it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 

a facelift.
ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 

argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 

candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 

HOCKEY

factor
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning
 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand 8 parking meter 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can 11 pavement/sidewalk 12 kerb/curb 13 busker
 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11

12

14

15

8

Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade
 16 traffic lights 17 pedestrian crossing / crosswalk 18 railings 19 street market

 20 fountain 21 cinema / movie theater 22 office block/building 23 supermarket 24 shop/store 25 square
 26 statue

 27 signpost 28 alley 
 29 postbox/mailbox 30 street light 31 poster

 32 road sign 33 cycle/bicycle lane 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27 29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound

that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 

FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar
al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 

the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 

ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 

removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 

like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or

before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 

I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-

ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-

pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 

not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 

a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 

are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  

 SEE ENOUGH
▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN
already  /  just  /  yet  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 

simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 

in written English and some Americans do not consid-

er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 

is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 

(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?
  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 

with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 

bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.
ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very

small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 

measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-

oms
avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 

return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 

your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 

father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 

to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  

 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun▼ GRAMMAR POINT
avenge  /  revengeAvenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.

  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  

He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 

revenge on a person.  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 

a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 

are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 

was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-

venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 

death.
beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 

NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 

the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 

used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 

Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-

cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 

Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 

bɪˈɡetər/ noun
brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 

brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-

dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 

2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-

fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 

tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 

weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 

 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]
Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 

people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-

ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 

[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 

/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]
▼ MORE ABOUT
the British 
  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 

British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 

odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 

to people from England, not the rest of the United King-

dom.
  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-

vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-

scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-

ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 

is now very old-fashioned. NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 

ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 

CENTREPIECE
cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-

ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 

ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 

number that you get when you multiply a number by it-

self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).
 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 

number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 

food into CUBES  DICE verben·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  

1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 

and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 

sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-

ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 

child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 

in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-

vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  

2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 

people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-

vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-

lution of the environment  damage to the environment  

WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 

structure within which a user, computer or program op-

erates: a desktop development environment▼ SYNONYMS

environment
setting  surroundings  backgroundThese are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 

exists or is situated.environment the conditions in a place that affect the 

behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 

home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 

pleasant working environmentsetting a place or situation of a particular type, in 
which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 

idyllic setting for the concert.surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 

The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 

main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.
PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Cambridge Assessment English: B2 First | IELTS | TOEIC | TOEFLWriting a discussion essayMany essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 

course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 

on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 

topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 

your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 

evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 
unmanned missions.’ Discuss.It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 

expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 

balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 

to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 

are worth the costs.For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 

answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 

Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 

serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 

very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 

have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 

human beings is enormously expensive.’Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 

having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 

support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 

less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 

manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 
and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 

contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 

1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.
In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 

projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 

manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 

moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 

solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 

solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 

so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 

same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.
Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 

ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 

much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 

and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 

However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 

the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 

of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 

clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.
Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 

of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 

now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 

most value in terms of public spending.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Linking words and phrases guide the reader through the argument and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be used to modify your opinion.

These phrases make the argument less personal and more objective.

Experts are quoted to support the argument.

INTRODUCTION
1  Sentences 1 and 2 introduce the topic.The third sentence states the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT
2  Sentence 2 introduces the first point (manned missions are not cost-effective).

This is supported by a quote from an expert to give authority.
3  Reasons and data are given to support the writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second point (unmanned projects are more scientifically productive).5  Presents the counterargument.Some may argue suggests that the writer will go on to argue against this position.However in the second sentence introduces the argument against.
CONCLUSION
6  Summarizes the writer’s points and states his/her conclusion on the title. Thus introduces the conclusion. I would argue that clearly shows the writer’s position.
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Talking about a topicIn some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 

you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 

it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 

that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 

you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something
Ways of explaining and giving your reasonsWays of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 

house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 

I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 

few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 

city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 

couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 

the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 

grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 

the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 

so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 

to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 

to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 

good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 
she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 

mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 

them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 

home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 

definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 

everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 

live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 

for holidays.

explaining where, when and why

describing the appearance and sounds of the place

explaining why the place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  

You should say:• where it is, how often and why you go there.
• what it is like.• why it is so important to you.

ice skating

pottery

potter’s 
wheel

woodcarving

chisel

painting

palette

easel
canvas

photography

zoom lens

in-line skating

skateboarding

running
yoga

roller skating

embroidery

cross stitch needle

knitting

knitting 
needle

rows
wool/yarn

crochet

crochet hook

pool

table

cue
cue ball

pocket

cushion gardening

darts
dartboard

dart

bullseye

bowls 

bowling green

tenpin bowling

pins

lane

scuba-diving

flipper

tank

wetsuit

snorkelling

snorkel

mask

sewing

sewing  
machine

ice rink

orienteering
caving/spelunkingmap

H
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V24 Hobbies

Games

Frisbee™

swing

teddy bear

rocking horse

kite

slide

playing cards
pack/deck of cards

court/face cardsjack

spades

joker
ace

queen

diamonds

king

skipping/jump rope

trampoline

rag doll

sandpit/sandbox

climbing frame / 

jungle gym

puppet

baby doll

doll’s house / 

dollhouse

Russian dolls

soft toy /  

stuffed animal

building blocks

counter
dice

bishop

chessboard

knight

crossword
jigsaw

clubs
hearts

king queen
castle pawn

Dolls

Cards

Puzzles

Chinese chequers
dominoes

snakes and ladders

draughts/checkers
backgammon

chess
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Preparing to write 

• Brainstorm your ideas on the question, 

read and research the topic (unless in 

an examination). Which do you think 

are the strongest arguments? Decide 

what your viewpoint will be.

• Select 2 or 3 strong ideas on each side, 

with supporting examples, ideas or 

evidence. For some questions you 

can use evidence from your personal 

experience.

• Decide how to organize your essay to 

persuade readers of your case.

• Note down some useful vocabulary on 

the topic.

Structure 1 (used in the model essay)

Introduction

Arguments for your case + supporting 

evidence, examples or reasons

Arguments against + evidence

Evaluation of arguments

Summary and conclusion

It is possible to reverse arguments for and against.

Structure 2

Introduction

Argument 1: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons

Counterargument

Argument 2: + supporting evidence, examples 

or reasons

Counterargument

Evaluation of arguments

Summary and conclusion

Showing your position 

When you write a discussion essay, you 

can show what your opinion is on the 

issue or question without using personal 

phrases such as I think… or In my 

opinion,…. You can do this by choosing 

words carefully as you write. Some 

examples are given below. Look out for 

more in your reading.

 LANGUAGE BANK

Adjectives

important, major, serious, significant

e.g.   An important point to consider is…;  

This was a highly significant discovery.

Patterns with It + adjective

clear, likely, possible, surprising, evident

e.g.  It is clear that the study of space is expensive.

important, difficult, necessary, possible, 

interesting

e.g.  It is important to consider the practical 

effects of these measures.

Adverbs

clearly, indeed, in fact, of course

generally, usually, mainly, widely

perhaps, probably, certainly, possibly

rarely, sometimes, often

e.g.  Clearly, this is a serious issue that deserves

further study. 

This book is generally held to be her greatest 

novel.

Verbs

These help show how certain you are about a 

point or an argument.

Modal verbs: can, could;  may, might;  

will, would (the first of each pair is most certain)

Compare:  I argue that… (very certain) / 

I would argue that… (not so certain)

It + verb: It appears that, It seems that…

It + passive verb: It can be seen that…; It 

should/must be noted/emphasized that…

Showing verbs: show, indicate, demonstrate, 

suggest, imply 

The results/findings show/indicate…

Arguing verbs: argue, suggest, consider, 

conclude 

I would argue/suggest that …

Linking words and phrases

Firstly (= I have several points to make)

Furthermore… In addition,…  Moreover,… 

(= I have another important point)

However,… (to introduce a counterargument)

Thus,… Therefore,… (to introduce a conclusion)

TIPS
 • Look carefully at the title or question 

and make sure you really answer it.

 • Use general statements to convey the 

main ideas, and then provide evidence, 

examples, details and reasons to 

support these statements.

 • Use paragraph divisions and 

connecting words and phrases to 

make the structure of your essay clear 

to your readers.

 • For language to help you structure

your argument, look at the notes at the 

entries for ‘addition’ and ‘first’.
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Before the exam

Remind yourself of useful phrases by 

looking at the EXPRESS YOURSELF notes 

in the dictionary for:

• expressing a preference (at prefer)

• giving reasons, justifying a choice 

(at why)

• correcting yourself (at correct) 

During the exam

Write brief notes to use as prompts, for 

example: 

place—grandmother’s village

where—south-west coast

how often—summer, other holidays

why—visit, relax

what like—small, peaceful, quiet, goat bells, 

birds, insects, olive trees

why important?—beautiful, my 

grandmother, chatting, advice, food

Don’t
• spend too much time trying to think 

of the ideal topic.

• use your note-making time to write 

full sentences.

• speak too quickly.

• just read out your notes to the 

examiner or give a prepared speech.

• stop if you can’t remember a word.

Do
• use a wide range of vocabulary.

• try to use the full time allowed.

• think of a different way of 

expressing your idea if you’ve 

forgotten a word.

• correct yourself if you make a 

mistake, and continue.

• make eye contact with the 

examiner.

EXPRESS YOURSELF

Explaining and giving reasons

We went there to see the sunset.

I couldn’t sleep because of the heat.

One reason why I like spring is the sound  

of birds singing.

Expressing preferences

I prefer living in a city to living in the country.

I’d prefer to arrive early rather than risk being 

late.
I’d rather take the train than drive.

I like olive oil better than butter.

I think giving presents is better than receiving 

them.

Correcting yourself

Thanks, the soup was very rich—no sorry, I mean 

tasty.
I think he comes from England—or rather, the 

UK.
She’s very thin—or perhaps I should say slim.

MAKING YOUR TALK 

MORE INTERESTING 

To give more emphasis to a point, you can use 

adverbs:

I’d prefer to live in the city, definitely.

I really love visiting the village.

You can also turn the sentence around:

I like it because it’s simple. ➔ One reason I like it is 

because it’s simple.

I like the price. ➔ What I like about it is the price.

It’s special because it was a gift. ➔ The reason it’s 

special is that it was a gift.

I particularly liked the food. ➔ One thing I 

particularly liked was the food.

Speaking at CEFR level B2

✔ Can give clear, detailed descriptions on subjects related to his/her field of interest. B2

✔
Has a good range of vocabulary and can vary formulation to avoid frequent 

repetition.

B2

✔ Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. B2

✔ Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them.
B2

TIP
Try to vary the vocabulary you use. For 

example, choose descriptive adjectives, 

not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ or ‘interesting’. (Look 

at the blue highlights in the sample 

answer on p. ST2.)

b bad | d did | f fall | ɡ get | h hAt | j yes | k cat | l leg | m man | n now | p pen | r red

cloth fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, 

wool, silk, etc: His bandages had been made from 

strips of cloth.  Cloth is often fairly light material, 

especially in a form that has not been printed, treated, 

or prepared for use in any way. Cloth is frequently 

used in talking about buying and selling woven 

material.

material fabric used for making clothes, curtains, 

etc: ‘What material is this dress made of?’ ‘Cotton.’ 

 Material is a more general word than fabric or 

cloth as it has the related meaning of ‘a substance 

that things can be made from’. It is not used when it 

might not be clear which type of material is meant: 

furnishing material  the material industry  a 

material manufacturer

textile any type of fabric made by weaving or knitting: 

He owns a factory producing a range of textiles.  the 

textile industry  Textile is used mostly when 

talking about the business of making woven materials. 

The industry of making textiles is called textiles: He 

got a job in textiles.

PATTER`NS

  woven / cotton / woollen fabric / cloth / material  

/ textiles

  synthetic fabric / material / textiles

  printed fabric / cloth / textiles

  furnishing / curtain / dress fabric / material

fab·ri·cate /ˈfæbrɪkeɪt/ verb [often passive] 1 ~ sth to

invent false information in order to trick people  

make sth up (3): The evidence was totally fabricated. 

2 ~ sth (technical) to make or produce goods, equipment, 

etc. from various different materials  MANUFACTURE 

verb   fab·ri·ca·tion /̩ fæbrɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun [C, U] (formal): Her 

story was a complete fabrication from start to finish.

fabu·list /ˈfæbjəlɪst/ noun (formal) a person who invents 

or tells stories  There is no noun related to fast. Use 

speed in connection with vehicles, actions, etc.; 

quickness is used about thinking.

fabu·lous + B2  /ˈfæbjələs/ 

adj. 1 + B2  (informal) 

extremely good: a fabulous 

performance  Jana is a 

fabulous cook.  SYNONYMS

AT GREAT 2 + B2  (formal) 

very great: fabulous wealth / riches / beauty 3 [only 

before noun] (literary) appearing in FABLES: fabulous beasts

fabu·lous·ly /ˈfæbjələsli/ adv. (formal) extremely:

fabulously wealthy / rich

fa·cade /fəˈsɑːd/ noun 1 the front of a building 2 [usually 

sing.] the way that sb / sth appears to be, which is different 

from the way sb / sth really is: She managed to maintain 

a facade of indifference.  Squalor and poverty lay 

behind the city's glittering facade.

face  A1  /feɪs/ noun, verb

 noun
  FRONT OF HEAD 1  A1  the front part of the head between 

the FOREHEAD and the chin: a pretty / round / freckled face 

 He buried his face in his hands.  You should have seen 

the look on her face when I told her!  The expression on 

his face never changed.  VISUAL VOCAB page V48

  EXPRESSION 2  A1  an expression that is shown on sb’s 

face: a sad / happy / smiling face  Her face lit up (= 

showed happiness) when she spoke of the past.  His 

face fell (= showed disappointment, sadness, etc.) when 

he read the headlines.  Sue's face was a picture (= she 

looked very surprised, angry, etc.) as she listened to her 

husband's speech.

 -FACED 3  A2  (in adjectives) having the type of face or

expression mentioned: pale-faced  grim-faced  MORE

LIKE THIS 8 , page R14

 PERSON 4  B2  (in compounds) used to refer to a person

of the type mentioned: She looked around for a familiar 

face.  a well-known face on our television screens  It's

WORD FAMILY

decide verb

decision noun  indecision

decisive adj.  indecisive

undecided adj.

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.

PATTERNS

  in (a / an) environment / setting / surroundings

  (a / an) new / unfamiliar environment / setting /  

surroundings

  sb / sth’s immediate environment / surroundings

 (a) dramatic setting / background

eth·ane /ˈiːθeɪn/ noun [U]C2H6 (chemistry) a gas that has

no colour or smell and that can burn. Ethane is found in 

natural gas and mineral oil.

ethyl /ˈeθɪl; ˈiːθaɪl/ adj. [only before noun] (chemistry) 

containing the group of atoms C2H5, formed from 

ETHANE: ethyl acetate

F /ef/ noun, abbr.

 noun (also f ) [C, U ] (pl. Fs, F’s, f’s /efs/) 1 the 6th letter of the 

English alphabet: ‘Fox’ begins with (an) F / ‘F’. 2 F (music) 

the fourth note in the SCALE of C MAJOR 3 the 6th highest 

mark / grade that a student can get for a piece of work, 

showing that it is very bad and the student has failed: He 

got (an) F / ‘F’ in / for Chemistry.  SEE ALSO F-WORD

 abbr. 1 FAHRENHEIT: Water freezes at 32°F. 2 (BrE) (in 

academic titles) FELLOW noun (4) of: FRCM (= Fellow of 

the 
 Royal College of Music)  

3 FAR AD

F-1 visa /̩ ef wʌn ̍ viːzə/ 

noun a document that 

allows sb from another 

country to enter the US as 

a student

F2F // abbr. (informal) face to face (= involving people

who are close together and looking at each other): F2F 

communication

fab /fæb/ adj. (BrE, informal) extremely good

fable /ˈfeɪbl/ noun 1 A1   [C, U] a traditional short story that 

teaches a moral lesson, especially one with animals as 

characters; these stories considered as a group: Aesop’s 

Fables  a land rich in fable 2 [U, C] a statement, or an 

account of sth, that is not true

fabled /ˈfeɪbld/ adj. (literary or humorous) famous and 

often talked about, but rarely seen  LEGENDARY: a 

fabled monster  For the first week he never actually saw 

the fabled Jack.

fab·ric + B2  /ˈfæbrɪk/ noun 1 B2 [U, C] material made by 

W EAVING wool, cotton, silk, etc., used for making clothes, 

curtains, etc. and for covering furniture: cotton fabric 

 furnishing fabrics 2  + C1   [sing.] the ~ (of sth) (formal) 

the basic structure of a society, an organization, etc. 

that enables it to function successfully: a trend which 

threatens the very fabric of society  SYNONYMS AT 

STRUCTURE 3  + C1 [sing.] the ~ (of sth) the basic structure 

of a building, such as the walls, floor and roof

▼ SYNONYMS

fabric

cloth  material  textile

These are all words for woven or knitted cotton, silk, 

wool, etc, used for making things such as clothes and 

curtains, and for covering furniture.

fabric woven or knitted cotton, silk, wool, etc, used for 

making things such as clothes and curtains, and for 

covering furniture: cotton fabric  furnishing fabrics 

 Fabric is often fairly strong material, and is often 

used when talking about covering furniture or making 

curtains.
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u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure

nice to see some new faces here this evening.  I'm fed up 

of seeing the same old faces every time we go out!

 SIDE / SURFACE 5  B2  a side or surface of sth: the north face 

of the mountain  The birds build their nests in the rock 

face.  How many faces does a cube have?  VISUAL VOCAB 

page V58  SEE ALSO COALFACE

 FRONT OF CLOCK 6 the front part of a clock or watch  

 PICTURE AT CLOCK

 CHARACTER / ASPECT 7 ~ of sth the particular character of 

sth: the changing face of Britain 8 ~ of sth a particular 

aspect of sth: the unacceptable face of capitalism  SEE

ALSO IN-YOUR-FACE, T Y PEFACE, VOLTE-FACE

 disappear / vanish off the face of the ˈearth to 

disappear completely: Keep looking—they can't just 

have vanished off the face of the earth. sb’s face doesn’t 

fit used to say that sb will not get a particular job or 

position because they do not have the appearance, 

personality, etc. that the employer wants, even when 

this should not be important: It doesn't matter how well 

qualified you are, if your face doesn't fit, you don't stand 

a chance. sb’s face is like ˈthunder  sb has a face like 

ˈthunder somebody looks very angry ̩ face to ˈface (with 

sb)  close to and looking at sb: The two have never met 

face to face before. ˌface to ˈface with sth  in a situation 

where you have to accept that sth is true and deal with 

it: She was at an early age brought face to face with the 

horrors of war. ˌface ˈup / ̍down 1   (of a person) with 

your face and stomach facing upwards / downwards: 

She lay face down on the bed. 2   with the front part or 

surface facing upwards / downwards: Place the card face 

up on the pile. have the ˈface to do sth (BrE, informal) to 

do sth that other people think is rude or shows a lack of 

respect without feeling embarrassed or ashamed in sb’s 

ˈface (NAmE, informal) annoying sb by criticizing them 

or telling them what to do all the time in the face of ˈsth 

1 despite problems, difficulties, etc.: She showed great 

courage in the face of danger. 2 as a result of sth: He was 

unable to deny the charges in the face of new evidence. 

lose ˈface to be less respected or look stupid because 

of sth you have done  HUMILIATE on the ˈface of it 

(informal) used to say that sth seems to be good, true, etc. 

but that this opinion may need to be changed when you 

know more about it: On the face of it, it seems like a great 

deal. pull / make ˈfaces / a ˈface (at sb)  to produce an

expression on your face to show that you do not like sb / sth 

or in order to make sb laugh: What are you pulling a face 

at now? put your ˈface on (informal) to put on MAKE-UP set 

your face against sb / sth (especially BrE) to be determined 

to oppose sb / sth: Her father had set his face against the 

marriage. to sb’s ̍ face if you say sth to sb’s face, you say

it to them directly rather than to other people  COMPARE 

behind sb’s back ˈwhat’s his / her face (informal) used to

refer to a person whose name you cannot remember: Are 

you still working for what's her face?  MORE AT BLOW, BLUE, 

BR AVE, DOOR, EGG, EY E, FEED, FL AT, FLY, L AUGH, L AUGH, 

LONG, NOSE, PL AIN, PRETT Y, SAVE, SHOW, SHUT, SL AP, STARE, 

STARE, STR AIGHT  MORE AT W IPE, W RITE

▼ VOCABULARY BUILDING

Expressions on your face

  To beam is to have a big happy smile on your face.

  To frown is to make a serious, angry or worried 

expression by bringing your eyebrows closer together 

so that lines appear on your forehead.

  To glare or glower is to look in an angry, aggressive 

way.
  To grimace is to make an ugly expression with your 

face to show pain, disgust, etc.

  To scowl is to look at someone in an angry or  

annoyed way.

  To smirk is to smile in a silly or unpleasant way that 

shows that you are pleased with yourself, know 

something that other people do not know, etc.

  To sneer is to show that you have no respect for 

someone by turning your upper lip upwards.

These words can also be used as nouns: She looked 

up with a puzzled frown.  He gave me an icy glare.  a 

grimace of pain

 verb
 BE OPPOSITE 1  B1  [T, I] to be opposite sb / sth; to have your 

face or front pointing towards sb / sth or in a particular 

direction: ~ sb / sth She turned and faced him.  Most of 

the rooms face the sea.  + adv. / prep. The terrace faces 

south.  a north-facing wall  Stand with your feet apart 

and your hands facing upwards.  Which direction are 

you facing?

 SB / STH DIFFICULT 2  B1  [T] if you face a particular 

situation, or it faces you, you have to deal with it: ~ sth the 

problems faced by one-parent families  The company is 

facing a financial crisis.  be faced with sth She's faced 

with a difficult decision. 3  B1  [T] ~ sth to accept that a 

difficult situation exists, although you would prefer not 

to: It's not always easy to face the truth.  She had to face 

the fact that her life had changed forever.  Face facts 

—she isn't coming back.  Let's face it, we're not going 

to win. 4  B1  [T] if you can’t face sth unpleasant, you 

feel unable or unwilling to deal with it: ~ sth I just can't 

face work today.  ~ doing sth I can't face seeing them. 

5 [T] ~ sb to talk to or deal with sb, even though this is 

difficult or unpleasant: How can I face Tom? He'll be so 

disappointed.

 COVER SURFACE 6 [T, usually passive] ~ sth with sth to cover 

a surface with another material: a brick building faced 

with stone

▼ HOMOPHONES

crews  /  cruise  /kruːz/

  crews noun (pl. of CREW): Fire crews were called to the 

scene.

  crews verb (third person of CREW): He crews for a 

billionaire on his yacht.

  cruise noun: We’re taking a cruise around the 

Mediterranean.

  cruise verb: I’d love to cruise down the Nile.

  face the ˈmusic (informal) to accept and deal with 

criticism or punishment for sth you have done: The others 

all ran off, leaving me to face the music.

 ˌface sb↔ˈdown to oppose or beat sb by dealing 

with them directly and confidently ˌface ˈoff (especially 

NAmE) 1 to start a game such as ICE HOCKEY: Both teams 

are ready to face off. 2 to get ready to argue, fight or 

compete with sb: The candidates are preparing to face off 

on TV tonight.  RELATED NOUN FACE-OFF ̩ face ̍ up to sth 

to accept and deal with sth that is difficult or unpleasant: 

She had to face up to the fact that she would never walk 

again.

Face·book™ /ˈfeɪsbʊk/ noun a SOCIAL NET WORKING

website

ˈface card /ˈface card/ (especially NAmE) (BrE also ˈcourt

card) noun a PL AY ING CARD with a picture of a king, queen 

or JACK on it  VISUAL VOCAB page V32

face·cloth /‑klɒθ/ noun (BrE) = FL ANNEL

ˈface cream /ˈface cream/ noun [U, C] a thick cream that 

you put on your face to clean the skin or keep it soft

face·less /ˈfeɪsləs/ adj. [usually before noun] (disapproving)

having no noticeable characteristics or identity: faceless 

bureaucrats  faceless high-rise apartment blocks

face·lift /ˈfeɪslɪft/ noun [usually sing.] 1 a medical 

operation in which the skin on a person’s face is made 

tighter in order to make them look younger: to have a 

facelift 2 changes made to a building or place to make 

it look more attractive: The town has recently been given 

a facelift.

ˈface-off /ˈface‑off/ noun 1 (informal, especially NAmE) an 

argument or a fight: a face-off between the presidential 

candidates 2 the way of starting play in a game of ICE 

HOCKEY

factor
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 1 flag
 2 museum

 3 awning

 4 cafe
 5 theatre

 6 ramp
 7 taxi rank/stand

 8 parking meter

 9 bollard

 10 litter bin / trash can

 11 pavement/sidewalk

 12 kerb/curb

 13 busker

 14 high/main street

7

5

6

3

4

2

1

9

10

13

11
12

14

15

8Ci
ty

V2 City

 15 arcade

 16 traffic lights

 17 pedestrian crossing / 

crosswalk

 18 railings

 19 street market

 20 fountain

 21 cinema / movie theater

 22 office block/building

 23 supermarket

 24 shop/store

 25 square

 26 statue

 27 signpost

 28 alley 

 29 postbox/mailbox

 30 street light

 31 poster

 32 road sign

 33 cycle/bicycle lane

 34 bus stop

28

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

31

30

24

23

26

25

27

29

32

33

34

Ci
ty

V3

af·fri·cate /ˈæfrɪkət/ noun (phonetics) a speech sound

that is made up of a PLOSIVE followed immediately by a 

FRICATIVE, for example /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ in chair and jar

al·mond C1   /ˈɑːmənd/ noun the flat pale sweet nut of 

the almond tree used in cooking and to make almond oil: 

ground almonds  blanched almonds (= with their skins 

removed)  almond paste  almond eyes (= eyes shaped 

like ALMONDS)  VISUAL VOCAB page V28

al·ready  A2 S  /ɔːlˈredi/ adv. 1  A2 before now or

before a particular time in the past: ‘Lunch?’ ‘No thanks, 

I’ve already eaten.’  We got there early but Mike had al-

ready left. 2  A2 used to express surprise that sth has hap-

pened so soon or so early: Is it 10 o’clock already?  You’re 

not leaving already, are you? 3  B1  used to emphasize that 

a situation or problem exists: I’m already late.  There 

are far too many people already. We can’t take any more.  

 SEE ENOUGH

▼ BRITISH/AMERICAN

already  /  just  /  yet

  Already and yet are usually used with the present per-

fect tense, but in (NAmE) they can also be used with the 

simple past tense: I already did it.  Did you eat yet?

  However, this is much more common in spoken than 

in written English and some Americans do not consid-

er it acceptable, even in speech. The present perfect 

is more common in (NAmE) and almost always used in 

(BrE): I’ve already done it.  Have you eaten yet?

  Just is mostly used with the perfect tenses in (BrE) and 

with the simple past in (NAmE): (BrE) I’ve just had some 

bad news.  (NAmE) I just got some bad news.

ang·strom /ˈæŋstrəm/ noun (chemistry, physics) a very

small unit of length, equal to 1x10-10 metre, used for 

measuring WAVELENGTHS and the distance between at-

oms

avenge /əˈvendʒ/ verb (formal) to punish or hurt sb in 

return for sth bad or wrong that they have done to you, 

your family or friends: ~ sth He promised to avenge his 

father’s murder.  ~ yourself on sb She was determined 

to avenge herself on the man who had betrayed her.  

 aven·ger /əˈvendʒə(r); NAmE əˈvendʒər/ noun

▼ GRAMMAR POINT

avenge  /  revenge

Avenge is a verb; revenge is (usually) a noun.

  People avenge something or avenge themselves on 

somebody: She vowed to avenge her brother’s death.  

He later avenged himself on his wife’s killers. You take 

revenge on a person.

  In more formal or literary English, revenge can also be 

a verb. People revenge themselves on somebody or 

are revenged on them (with the same meaning): He 

was later revenged on his wife’s killers. You cannot re-

venge something: She vowed to revenge her brother’s 

death.

beget /bɪˈɡet/ verb (be·get·ting, begot, begot /bɪˈɡɒt; 

NAmE bɪˈɡɑːt/)  In sense 1 begat/bɪˈɡæt/ is used for 

the past tense, and be·got·ten/bɪˈɡɒtn/ (NAmE)/‑ˈɡɑːtn/is 

used for the past participle. 1 (old use, for example in the 

Bible) ~ sb to become the father of a child: Isaac begat Ja-

cob. 2 ~ sth (formal or old-fashioned) to make sth happen: 

Violence begets violence.  be·get·ter /bɪˈɡetə(r); NAmE 

bɪˈɡetər/ noun

brisk /brɪsk/ adj. (brisk·er, brisk·est) 1 quick; busy: a 

brisk walk  to set off at a brisk pace  Ice-cream ven-

dors were doing a brisk trade (= selling a lot of ice cream). 

2 (of a person, their voice or manner) practical and con-

fident; showing a desire to get things done quickly: His 

tone became brisk and businesslike. 3 (of wind and the 

weather) cold but pleasantly fresh: a brisk wind / breeze 

 brisk·ly /ˈbrɪskli/ adv. brisk·ness /ˈbrɪsknəs/ noun [U]

Brit·ish /ˈbrɪtɪʃ/ adj. 1 Br. connected with the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 

people who live there: the British Government  He 

F f
was born in France but his parents are British.  Brit-

ish-based / British-born / British-made 2 the British noun 

[pl.] the people of the United Kingdom  Brit·ish·ness 

/ˈbrɪtɪʃnəs/ noun [U]

▼ MORE ABOUT

the British 

  There is no singular noun which is commonly used to 

refer to a person from Britain. Instead the adjective 

British is used: She’s British.  The British have a very 

odd sense of humour. The adjective English refers only 

to people from England, not the rest of the United King-

dom.
  The noun Briton is used mainly in newspapers: The sur-

vivors of the avalanche included 12 Britons. It also de-

scribes the early inhabitants of Britain: the ancient Brit-

ons. Brit is informal and can sound negative. Britisher 

is now very old-fashioned.

 NOTE AT SCOTTISH

cen·ter·board, cen·tered, cen·ter-fold, cen· - 

ter· piece (US) = CENTREBOARD, CENTRED, CENTREFOLD, 

CENTREPIECE

cube /kjuːb/ noun, verb

 noun 1 C1  a solid or hollow figure with six equal square 

sides  VISUAL VOCAB page V58 2 C1  a piece of sth, especial-

ly food, with six sides: Cut the meat into cubes.  SEE ALSO 

ICE CUBE, STOCK CUBE, SUGAR CUBE 3 (mathematics) the 

number that you get when you multiply a number by it-

self twice: The cube of 5 (53) is 125 (5×5×5).

 verb 1 [usually passive ] ~ sth (mathematics) to multiply a 

number by itself twice: 10 cubed is 1 000. 2 ~ sth to cut 

food into CUBES  DICE verb

en·vir·on·ment  A2 O  /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ noun  

1  A2 [C, U] the conditions that affect the behaviour 

and development of sb / sth; the physical conditions that 

sb / sth exists in: a pleasant working / learning environ-

ment  An unhappy home environment can affect a 

child’s behaviour.  They have created an environment 

in which productivity should flourish.  the political en-

vironment  tests carried out in a controlled environment  

2  A2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in which 

people, animals and plants live: the Department of the En-

vironment  measures to protect the environment  pol-

lution of the environment  damage to the environment  

WORDFINDER NOTE AT GREEN 3 [C] (computing) the complete 

structure within which a user, computer or program op-

erates: a desktop development environment

▼ SYNONYMS

environment

setting  surroundings  background

These are all words for the type of place in which sb / sth 

exists or is situated.

environment the conditions in a place that affect the 

behaviour and development of sb / sth: An unhappy 

home environment can affect children’s behaviour.  a 

pleasant working environment

setting a place or situation of a particular type, in 

which sth happens or exists: The island provided an 

idyllic setting for the concert.

surroundings everything that is around or near sb / sth: 

The huts blend in perfectly with their surroundings.

background the things or area behind or around the 

main objects or people that are in a place or picture: 

The mountains in the background were capped with 

snow.

PATTERNS

u actual | aɪ my | aʊ now | eɪ say | əʊ go (BrE) | oʊ go (NAmE) | ɔɪ boy | ɪə near | eə hair | ʊə pure
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Writing a discussion essay

Many essays that you have to write, whether during your school or college 

course or in an examination, will require you to present a reasoned argument 

on a particular issue. This will often be based on your research into the 

topic, but some questions may ask you to give your opinion. In both cases 

your argument must be clearly organized and supported with information, 

evidence and reasons. The language tends to be formal and impersonal.

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 

unmanned missions.’ Discuss.

It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 

expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to 

balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question 

to be considered is whether the benefits of manned space flight 

are worth the costs.

For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 

answer is clear. As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space 

Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t 

serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 

very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 

have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 

human beings is enormously expensive.’

Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 

having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 

support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 

less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 

manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 

and required approximately $450 million for each launch. In 

contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until 

1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.

In addition to their relative cost-effectiveness, unmanned 

projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 

manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 

moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 

solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby 

solar system. Manned missions would neither be able to travel 

so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while at the 

same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.

Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses the 

ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing 

much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding 

and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences. 

However, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover, 

the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs 

of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions 

clearly have the ability to attract and hold public interest.

Thus, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity 

of data and widespread popular support, I would argue that for 

now, at least, unmanned space missions undoubtedly yield the 

most value in terms of public spending.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Linking words and phrases guide 

the reader through the argument 

and show the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be 

used to modify your 

opinion.

These phrases make the 

argument less personal 

and more objective.

Experts are quoted 

to support the 

argument.

INTRODUCTION

1  Sentences 1 and 2 

introduce the topic.

The third sentence states 

the focus of the essay.

DEVELOPMENT

2  Sentence 2 introduces 

the first point (manned 

missions are not cost-

effective).

This is supported by a 

quote from an expert to 

give authority.

3  Reasons and data are 

given to support the 

writer’s point of view.

4  Introduces the second 

point (unmanned 

projects are more 

scientifically productive).

5  Presents the 

counterargument.

Some may argue 

suggests that the writer 

will go on to argue 

against this position.

However in the second 

sentence introduces the 

argument against.

CONCLUSION

6  Summarizes the writer’s 

points and states his/

her conclusion on the 

title. Thus introduces the 

conclusion. I would argue 

that clearly shows the 

writer’s position.
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Talking about a topic

In some exams, you are asked to talk for a short time about a topic that 

you are given during the test. You may have a few minutes to prepare 

it and to make a few notes. You could be asked to choose something 

that is the most important, best, most useful, etc. of its kind, and 

you have to describe it and explain why you have chosen it.

Ways of describing something

Ways of explaining and giving your reasons

Ways of correcting yourself or finding alternative ways of expressing something

Ways of expressing your preferences

One place that is very important in my life is my grandmother’s 

house. She lives in a small village in the south of the country. 

I go there every summer, and any time when I can get away for a 

few days. I go there to visit my grandmother, get away from the 

city and relax.

The village is just a group of white houses on a hillside with a 

couple of shops, and it’s really peaceful. There’s no traffic, just 

the sound of goat bells, birds and insects.

One reason why I like it is because it’s a beautiful place. My 

grandmother has a lovely garden and we always sit outside in 

the shade of her olive trees, drinking sweet tea and chatting. It’s 

so peaceful. But the main reason why this place is so important 

to me is my grandmother. She is so kind to me, and wonderful 

to talk to. Whenever I have a problem in my life, she has some 

good advice for me. Also, she’s a great cook and the meals 

she prepares are simple but so fresh and…—rich? No, no, I 

mean tasty. And she’s always giving me eh… What do you call 

them?—small plates of food during the day, so I always return 

home feeling calm and refreshed—and fat!

I wouldn’t like to live there, though. I prefer living in the city, 

definitely. I’m a city person. I couldn’t live in a small village where 

everybody knows each other and nothing happens. I’d rather 

live in a busy, exciting place. But I really love visiting the village 

for holidays.

explaining where, 

when and why

describing the 

appearance and 

sounds of the place

explaining why the 

place is important

justifying a choice

Describe a place that you sometimes visit which is very important to you.  

You should say:

• where it is, how often and why you go there.

• what it is like.

• why it is so important to you.
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